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1. ISRAEL GOVERNMENT ACTIONS & STATEMENTS
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1.1. Moroccan Officials Arrive in Israel to Reopen Liaison Office
On 28 December, a delegation of Moroccan officials landed in Israel. The delegation arrived to inspect the
building that hosted the Moroccan liaison office in the late 1990s. Rabat kept the Tel Aviv office, even after
severing ties in 2000 during Arafat's war against Israel. Israel also kept its offices in Rabat before ties were
severed and both paid for their maintenance over the intervening years.
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The visiting Moroccan delegation also worked with its Israeli counterparts on issues including launching
direct flights between the two countries and establishing embassies, as well as prepare for the visit of a
more senior Moroccan diplomatic delegation.
A joint Israeli-American senior delegation visited Rabat on 22 December and met with the King Mohammed
VI, marking the renewal of ties between Israel and Morocco. During the visit, Israel's Foreign Ministry
director general met in Rabat with counterparts in the Moroccan Foreign Ministry and signed several
cooperation agreements. Renewal of ties with Morocco, the imminent opening of mutual liaison offices and
expected direct flights are extremely significant for Israeli society, with its large Moroccan community. (AlMonitor 28.12)
Back to Table of Contents

1.2. Israel & Morocco Sign First Economic Agreement
On 28 December, Israel's Finance Ministry signed a cooperation agreement with Morocco's Finance and
Economy Ministry in the fields of investment and finance. Chief Economist Greenberg signed the
agreement while taking part in Jerusalem's delegation to Rabat to promote bilateral ties following the
normalization accord. Within the framework of the accord, the two countries agreed on several fields of
economic cooperation, including a bilateral effort to lower investment barriers, increase cooperation, and
exchange information in the fields of financial regulation, the prevention of money laundering, and the
funding of terrorism, as well as the promotion of several international conventions, to benefit activity in the
private sector. Jerusalem and Rabat also agreed to establish a joint economic team and outlined
agreements to be signed between the countries' respective ministries and financial regulators.
Following a telephone call between Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and King Mohammed VI, a
delegation from Rabat arrived in Israel on 28 December to further advance bilateral ties. (Various 29.12)
Back to Table of Contents

1.3. NGFS Accepts the Bank of Israel as a Full Member
The Bank of Israel announced on 27 December that the Network of Central Banks and Supervisors for
Greening the Financial System (NGFS) had accepted the Bank of Israel as a full member. The Network of
Central Banks and Supervisors for Greening the Financial System (NGFS) was established in Paris in
December 2017. As of December 2020, 83 central banks and supervisory authorities from various countries
around the world are members, and 13 international economic and financial organizations serve as
observers. The organization’s objective is to help strengthening the global response required to meet the
goals of the Paris agreement and to enhance the role of the financial system to manage risks and to mobilize
capital for green and low-carbon investments in the broader context of environmentally sustainable
development. The Network defines and promotes best practices in the field of climate risk management
for the financial system, and conducts or commissions analytical work on green finance. The Bank of
Israel’s economists will participate in the organization’s plenary work and activities. (BoI 28.12)
Back to Table of Contents

1.4. Israel & U.S. Successfully Complete Intercept Tests of David’s Sling Weapon System
The Israel Missile Defense Organization (IMDO) of the Directorate for Defense R&D in the Ministry of
Defense, together with the U.S. Missile Defense Agency (MDA), successfully completed a series of live-fire
intercept tests of the David’s Sling weapon system, against threat-representative cruise and ballistic
missiles. The tests conducted were led by Rafael Advanced Defense Systems from a testing site in central
Israel, with the participation of the Israel Air Force and Navy. This successful series is a critical milestone
in the augmentation of Israel’s operational capabilities in defending itself against current and future threats.
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The series tested the capabilities of a new and advanced version of the David’s Sling weapon system, and
included a number of scenarios simulating future threats. The results of this test will enable IMDO and
industry engineers to evaluate and upgrade the system’s capabilities.
In the framework of the series, the IMDO and Rafael also successfully demonstrated the capabilities of the
Iron Dome in intercepting a variety of threats including UAVs and cruise missiles. The test also
demonstrated the interoperability of the multi-layer air defense mechanism (Arrow, David’s Sling, and Iron
Dome). This indicates that the systems will be capable of intercepting threats simultaneously during
conflict. Representatives of the MDA and Israeli defense industries, as well as IAF soldiers participated in
the test. Rafael is the prime contractor for the development of the David’s Sling weapon system, in
cooperation with U.S. Raytheon. IAI’s Elta division developed the MMR radar and Elbit Systems developed
the Golden Almond BMC. (IMDO 17.12)
Back to Table of Contents

1.5. IIA Approves $43 Million for 62 Programs to Train High-Tech Employees
The Israel Innovation Authority (IIA) launched two new programs, the Human Capital Fund and the
Emergency Training Program, to help unemployed citizens interested in entering the Israeli tech ecosystem.
The programs aim to strengthen human capital during times of national crises while also helping job
seekers.
In total, the IIA will contribute $43 million to both programs, which saw more than 180 applications. The
chosen 62 organizations will help train and place a total of 9,000 citizens into positions that have become
recently available in the high-tech sector. According to research by the Aaron Institute for Economic Policy,
the fallout from COVID-19 resulted in 57,000 unemployed Israelis who have the suitable potential for
integration in Israel’s high-tech scene.
Together with the Training Administration at the Israel Ministry of Finance and Ministry of Economy, the IIA
launched it to help organizations and companies train mainly women, minorities and the ultra-Orthodox for
the high-tech sector. It will receive $37 million of the total and will account for 6,000 of the positions filled
by 26 training providers and 19 employers.
The Human Capital for High-Tech Fund will oversee the remaining $6 million and 17 organizations to help
train and place 3,000 positions over two years, with an emphasis on integrating underrepresented groups,
residents of the periphery, new immigrants, returning residents, and more. The first Call for Proposals
defined several areas of priority: identifying potential, career counseling, On-the-Job Training (OJT),
internships, or placement plans. (IIA 30.12)
2. ISRAEL MARKET & BUSINESS NEWS
Back to Table of Contents

2.1. Victoria’s Secret and Bath & Body Works to Open Israel Stores
Following a decade of negotiations, Victoria’s Secret and Bath & Body Works are to open branches in Israel
in H2/21. The stores will be run and managed by Israel’s Delta Galil Industries and a European distributor,
following a deal announced on 27 December. The locations and exact opening dates have yet to be
announced.
Delta will first open several branches of Bath & Body Works before the launch of the lingerie stores. Overall,
20 Bath & Body Works stores and seven Victoria’s Secret branches will open in Israel. Delta will also
manage its online presence in Israel. There are currently two branches of Victoria’s Secret in Israel, at Ben
Gurion Airport, though run by a different distributor. The Israeli underwear and active wear company Delta
currently has 169 stores around the country, while competitor Fox has 30. (ToI 27.12)
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2.2. Israeli Blockchain Association & Dubai Blockchain Center Sign an MoU
The Israeli Blockchain Association and the Dubai Blockchain Center signed a Memorandum of
Understanding to strengthen their collaboration in multiple areas, including due diligence, startups,
investments and sharing of research. The Abraham Accords already have yielded many fruits for both
countries and collaboration on the technology will ensure that both countries are better positioned to
continue to prosper. The Dubai Blockchain Center is eager to tap into the blockchain and cryptocurrency
talent pool from different business sectors in Israel, as well as Israeli universities and academic and
professional institutions.
Founded in 2017, the Israeli Blockchain Association (IBA) is the hub which unites blockchain enthusiasts,
researchers, entrepreneurs and investors with the goal to strengthen the local ecosystem, and represent it
on a worldwide scale. Startups use IBA to develop their ideas and turn them into products, and to take
their products to the market and get to the proof of concept. Investors use the IBA to conduct proper due
diligence on the companies which they are evaluating, and verify the scalability of their products.
Launched in May 2018, the Dubai Blockchain Center is a strategic partner for Dubai Future Foundation’s
Area 2071, which aims to make the UAE the world’s leading nation by 2071. This is be achieved through
the implementation of a series of bold initiatives across a variety of industries including blockchain
technology. (IBA 28.12)
Back to Table of Contents

2.3. The Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange Launches the TA-Cannabis Index
On 28 December, the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange announced the launch of a new index that will comprise
shares of companies included the Cannabis Subsector, under the Biomed Sector. The Israeli medical
cannabis industry has evolved in recent years and, while not yet mature, has gained rapport in the capital
market. Accordingly, on 1 November 2020, TASE launched a new dedicated Cannabis Subsector. The
Cannabis Subsector includes companies that are primarily engaged in the fields of research, cultivation,
sale or production and marketing of medical cannabis products.
The majority of shares in the Cannabis Subsector are included in the TA-Growth Index and only one is
included in the TA-SME60 Index. As the market cap of the 9 cannabis companies included in the Tamar
Equity Indices Universe is relatively low, at present the index does not qualify as a base asset for ETFs and
tracking financial products. Nevertheless, as it is useful, among others, in indicating trend changes in the
market cap of its companies and as a benchmark for active mutual funds that offer exposure to this
emerging and growing sector, TASE has decided to launch the index. (TASE 28.12)
Back to Table of Contents

2.4. UST Teams with Sarona Partners to Nurture Israeli Startups
UST recently set up an innovation center in Israel with the goal to enlarge its footprint in Israel facilitated by
the link up with Sarona Partners Group and its 365x scale-up program. This enables UST and Sarona
Partners to locate relevant technological solutions for the changing reality and adapt to the new demands
of its customers around the world, some of whom are Fortune 500 companies. During a recent webinar
focusing on innovation and the changes in the technology market, UST and Sarona Partners Group
announced the first cooperation of its kind in which specially vetted technologies will be scaled to reach the
largest possible markets.
As this framework, UST became a participating company in the Sarona Partners Group ecosystem and
specifically the 365x accelerator program. As part of this cooperation 365x matches Israeli innovative
technologies that can be integrated into the value offering that UST provides its many corporate customers,
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which include retail sector giants, insurance companies, healthcare organizations, financial institutions and
others. UST understands the importance of developing the Israeli ecosystem whereby senior company
executives are mentoring promising startups participating in the current accelerator program running in
Israel and New York, which is engaged in developing post-Covid-19 solutions.
Both UST and Sarona partners are interested in technologies that help to solve the changes brought about
by the COVID-19 pandemic. Today, UST provides IT solutions to a range of 150 companies worldwide in
the fields of cybersecurity, healthcare, fintech, infrastructure, energy, and more. In addition to the new reality
creating new demands, several customers have speeded up their digital transformation and are undergoing
accelerated processes of shifting to the cloud. Sarona Partners 365x program has led substantial change
in the accelerator program to promote startups that are developing solutions for the COVID-19 and post
COVID-19 era. 365x has more than 100 startups in its portfolio and this cooperation allows them and
companies in the program's new courses to expand to additional markets. (Globes 28.12)
Back to Table of Contents

2.5. CommonGround Raises $19 Million for Collaboration Better Than Face to Face
CommonGround has raised $19 million, led by Matrix Partners, with participation from Grove Ventures and
StageOne Ventures to build a new way for people to collaborate. Led by a team of successful
entrepreneurs, the company will use the capital to fill key roles in engineering, R&D and cloud architecture.
Although CommonGround is still in stealth mode and doesn’t plan to fully unveil its first product until next
year, they are bringing its advanced visual technology to businesses of all sizes to improve human
interaction over digital, enhance trust, increase productivity, and build stronger relationships. Virtual
meetings are a permanent fixture of professional life. But despite their ubiquity, none capture the richness
of in-person meetings, where non-verbal cues like body language and eye contact are essential to how we
communicate.
Based in Silicon Valley and Tel Aviv, CommonGround aims to improve communications and online
collaboration. Founded in 2019, the company is led by a team of engineers with expertise in AI, computer
vision, geometry processing, 3D graphics, and real-time video compression, and backed by leading venture
capital firms Matrix Partners, Grove Ventures and StageOne Ventures. (CommonGround 30.12)
3. REGIONAL PRIVATE SECTOR NEWS
Back to Table of Contents

3.1. Emirates Plans Tel Aviv - Dubai Flights Starting in February
Dubai flagship airline Emirates has applied to the Israel Airports Authority for landing and take-off slots
starting 15 February. The airline has already been appearing on the arrivals and departure board at Ben
Gurion Airport since the end of November, due to its code-sharing arrangement with fly dubai and the
connection flights it has been offering Israeli passengers, mainly to East Asia.
In September, the airline set up Emirates Kosher Flight Catering (EKFC) to provide kosher food to airlines
through a dedicated kosher food production facility in the UAE. Emirates Flight Catering already runs one
of the world's largest catering operations, serving more than 100 airlines. EKFC will also set up a chain of
kosher restaurants.
Emirates will face stiff competition on the Tel Aviv - Dubai route. For much of December there were as
many as 16 flights a day on the route operated by Arkia Airlines, Israir Airlines and Tourism, El Al and
flydubai. That number shrank dramatically after the UAE was redefined as a 'red' high infection country
requiring returning Israelis to isolate for up to 14 days. Emirates will presumably tailor the number of daily
flights to fit demand. Etihad Airways plans to start Tel Aviv - Abu Dhabi flights on 28 March. (Globes 04.01)
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3.2. Saudi Arabia's Salasa Raises $8.6 Million Series A Funding Round
Riyadh's -based Salasa, a cloud-based turnkey solution for e-commerce businesses providing access to a
professional logistics fulfilment network in Saudi Arabia, has raised capital worth $8.6 million in the Series
A round. Led by AlSulaiman Group with the participation of Saudi Venture Capital Company (SVC) and
500 Startups, the current investment will help Salasa to expand its services to additional states within Saudi
Arabia and the Gulf countries, expand its team and grow its network of partners.
Established in late 2016, Salasa's founders were influenced by the report published by the global
management consultancy firm, Bain and Company, that the e-commerce market in MENA is expected to
reach $28.5 billion by 2022. Despite its high growth potential, many e-commerce businesses were
struggling to scale and satisfy customers, only because they lacked expertise to operate their warehouses.
This inspired the founders to come up with a technology company that streamlines e-commerce fulfilment.
Salasa provides solutions, tools, and resources to develop new products, enter new markets and
dynamically grow client businesses. This has resulted in developing systems, processes and teams that
deliver products and goods at low-cost order fulfilment solutions, high level of accuracy and speed of
fulfilment. Besides, Salasa also receives, scans, and shelves ecommerce products in Salasa warehouse.
The company uses high-quality, industry-specific shrink-wrap, bundling and gluing materials to keep stock.
(Salasa 28.12)
Back to Table of Contents

3.3. Qoyod Closes $2.1 Million Series A Investment
Riyadh's Qoyod, a Saudi Arabian cloud-based accounting software provider for small and medium
businesses in KSA and the region, announced a Series A investment round of $2.1 million, led by Merak
Capital, with participation from other investors.
Founded in 2016, Qoyod enables thousands of businesses to manage their day-to-day accounting and
finance operations, with access to powerful real-time reporting and analytics tools. Qoyod believes that it
is well-positioned to be the one-stop financial solution for SMEs in the region. A few product roll-outs are
in the pipeline, offering more comprehensive features that connect business owners to complementary
financial products and services. Qoyod is currently expanding its products and regional coverage, with
more details to be announced soon. (Qoyod 29.12)
Back to Table of Contents

3.4. NearPay Raises $600,000 in Pre-Seed Funding Round
Riyadh's NearPay, a Saudi Arabia-based Fintech solution startup, closed a $600,000 pre-seed funding
round, led by a group of angel investors. Established in early 2020, NearPay provides payment acceptance
solutions targeting micro-merchant transactions and providing flexibility to mobile merchants. Helping
merchants obtain customer payments directly from their mobile removes the need for traditional POS
devices or additional devices. This solution helps to provide alternative POS systems in markets where
they are difficult to obtain, for example, owners of small stores, representatives of shipping companies, food
delivery, and others.
NearPay's solution accepts payments from customers via NFC technology, which is witnessing significant
growth in the country and constitutes 79% of payments to points of sale according to the latest reports
issued by the Saudi Payments Company. The startup has also passed the Visa exam and obtained Visa
Tap on Phone certification. (NearPay 05.01)
Back to Table of Contents
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3.5. McGraw Hill Provides Digital Learning Solutions to King Salman University in Egypt
McGraw Hill signed an agreement in December with the newly inaugurated King Salman International
University (KSIU), which will give students access to McGraw Hill's state-of-the-art, adaptive and interactive
content for higher education. The university, which has embraced digital learning from its inception, has
also adopted McGraw Hill's new academic English series called New Interactions, which is a premier series
for English for Academic Purposes (EAP), available on the award-winning course management platform
McGraw Hill Connect.
To support the university's scholarship program, McGraw Hill also awarded 100 free licenses to SIMillionet,
an easy-to-use online training and assessment solution for Microsoft Office, as well as professional
development services for instructors on effective online learning and teaching.
KSIU is a joint cooperation between Egypt and Saudi Arabia to promote the development of Sinai. It was
inaugurated by President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi and Prince Fahd bin Sultan Al Saud on behalf of King
Salman. Headquartered in New York City, McGraw Hill is a learning science company that delivers
personalized learning experiences that drive results for students, parents, educators and professionals.
They focus on educational equity, affordability and learning success to help learners build better lives.
(McGraw Hill 30.12)
Back to Table of Contents

3.6. Egypt Says Local Manufacturing to Dominate Oil & Gas Equipment Demand
Egyptian Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources El Molla emphasized that local manufacturing of
petroleum equipment will reduce the country's imports and help foreign exchange. His remarks were made
while he visited a local maker of static equipment Petrojet. The Chairman of Petrojet said that the company
owns six local manufacturing workshops for static equipment inside Egypt, including one under construction
in El Alamein. The company also owns two workshops outside Egypt. Additionally, he added that the local
manufacturing workshops include 3,200 static equipment. It is expected that Petrojet’s manufacturing
equipment reach 33,000 tons, in addition to 25,000 tons of metal during the next three years. (EOG 27.12)
Back to Table of Contents

3.7. Egypt's Akhdar Raises Six-Figure Seed Funding Round
Akhdar, an Egypt-based book summary mobile app, has raised a six-figure seed funding round from
EdVentures, the venture capital arm of Egypt’s Nahdet Misr Publishing Group. Founded in 2017, Akhdar
initially started as a YouTube channel that summarized books through short and engaging videos, helping
readers to grasp the main ideas presented by those books. The startup has now launched a mobile
application featuring videos for audio and printed books covering more than 16 different genres. The
platform generates simplified content from various books and presents it to young readers.
Giza based EdVentures supports and invests in startups specializing in education, culture, and innovative
learning solutions in Seed and Pre-Series A rounds focusing on Egypt, Africa, and the Arab World. The
VC provides technical and financial support to startups in order to ensure their success and continuity in
the market. (Akhdar 04.01)
4. CLEAN TECH & ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENTS
Back to Table of Contents

4.1. Netanyahu Sets New Climate & Renewable Energy Targets for Israel
Prime Minister Netanyahu participated on 12 December in the Climate Ambition Summit, organized by the
British government. Marking five years to the Paris Climate Agreement, world leaders pledged during the
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online summit to fully transition by 2050 from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources. Some of these
countries, like Sweden, set their target date even earlier.
Netanyahu had participated in the 2015 Paris Climate Conference. At the time, Israel defined rather modest
goals. The country’s Intended Nationally Determined Contribution stated it intended to achieve an
economy-wide unconditional target of reducing its per capita greenhouse gas emissions to 7.7 ton carbon
dioxide by 2030. Israel also set goals on renewable energy sources, efficient use of energy and shifting
from private cars to public transportation. With that in mind, the targets set now by Netanyahu are far more
ambitious.
Israel is a global leader in cutting coal consumption. By 2025, five years from now, barring an emergency,
Israel will no longer be burning coal. In solar energy, over the last five years, Israel increased its generation
from 2% to some 10%. By 2030, solar energy will provide over a third of all of Israel's electricity. The
challenge the country still faces in solar energy is storage.
On two other goals — energy efficiency and transportation shift — Israel is not doing well. Israeli consumers
waste a lot of energy compared with their peers in Europe, especially due to the constant use of air
conditioners. They are also attached to their cars, refusing to use buses or trains. The country's railway
network has advanced quite a lot over the last few years, and metro lines and light railway tracks are being
constructed in Tel Aviv and its suburbs. However, the overall gap compared with other Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries is still sizeable. (Al-Monitor 22.12)
Back to Table of Contents

4.2. Israel Mandates Green Building Standard for More Construction
Four in ten building plans, representing 70,000 housing units, were approved last year on condition that
they meet green building standards, compared with 26% in 2018, the Environmental Protection Ministry
announced. In addition, 14,400 green units were completed, while another 15,500 were in the process of
construction. The Israeli Standard for Green Building (No. 5281) is aimed at making buildings more energyefficient, cutting pollution, reducing construction waste, and promoting recycling and a circular economy in
the materials industry, and in so doing reducing ecosystem damage. Introduced on a voluntary basis 15
years ago, the standard will become compulsory starting March 2022.
Some 70% of the green plans were approved by the Forum of 15, a group that represents 15 large cities.
The group decided to introduce green building standards in 2013. The fact that 30% were approved by
towns outside of the forum shows that the model is popular. More than half of all plans that were approved
in the Forum of 15 were based on the green building code, compared with just 24% in non-forum authorities.
Some 6.4 million square meters of non-residential building were approved on condition of meeting the green
standard, of which 3.5 million were in Kiryat Ata near Haifa in the north, Yavne and Lod in the center and
Netivot in the south. Israel’s built environment, the human-made surroundings in which human activity
takes place, is responsible for some 60% of energy use and 33% of polluting emissions. (ToI 27.12)
Back to Table of Contents

4.3. Bazan to Market Hydrogen to Fuel Vehicles in Israel
Israel's Bazan Group (formerly Oil Refineries, Ltd.) has received a Ministry of Energy grant for a pilot project
to establish infrastructure to market hydrogen for transport. The estimated cost of the project is NIS 12
million, NIS 1.3 million of which will be financed by the Ministry of Energy.
The project was presented as part of proposals for pilot projects of the Ministry of Energy’s Chief Scientist
in cooperation with the Alternative Fuels and Smart Transport Administration, under which the Ministry
encourages innovation and initiative in the energy economy and works to create a broad forward-looking
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perspective in the government through programs and projects to form and promote knowledge-based
policy.
The objective of Bazan’s project is to develop groundbreaking capability to produce, compress and
transport hydrogen in the quality that meets the needs of transportation as a solution to the plan of
introducing hydrogen-fueled vehicles into Israel for cleaner transport. The initial target of the project will be
to create such capability for the first hydrogen refueling station to be constructed in Israel. The measure is
part of Bazan’s innovation activities, in which the Group is working to build capabilities based on the
organization’s existing infrastructure and knowledge. The success of the project will allow the hydrogen for
transport market in Israel to grow and have commercial capability.
Haifa Bay's Bazan Group is the largest hydrogen producer in Israel. As part of the project, Bazan will set
up a hydrogen dispensing station from which it will be possible to transport it for refueling and industrial
needs. Bazan will also establish the first authorized laboratory in Israel for the required analyses of
hydrogen for transport according to the standard that will be adopted. (Globes 30.12)
Back to Table of Contents

4.4. Greece to Phase Out Single-Use Plastics in the Public Sector as of February
Greece's procurement of single-use plastics is to end in the public sector as of 1 February 2021, the Ministry
of Natural Environment and Waters announced. The regulation voted by Parliament in October calls for an
end to the procurement of 10 specific types of single-use plastics, in line with EU directives. According to
the Environment and Energy Ministry, the public administration ban is a significant step toward ending the
use of disposable plastics in Greece, expected to be fully implemented as of 3 July 2021.
The February regulation puts an end to purchase orders by state agencies for plastic cutlery, plates, straws
and drink stirrers, styrofoam food and drink containers and their lids, as well as all materials made of nonbiodegradable plastic. The ministry clarified that the above rule does not apply to plastics of state contracts
already in process prior to 1 February. (ANA-MPA 30.12)
5. ARAB STATE DEVELOPMENTS
Back to Table of Contents

5.1. Lebanon’s Inflation Rate Grew by 133.5% in November 2020
According to the Central Administration of Statistics (CAS), Lebanon's Consumer Price Index (CPI) surged
from 10% in January 2020 to reach a dramatic level of 133.5% in November 2020. This hyperinflation is a
result of several negative events, starting with the domestic financial crisis, followed by the COVID-19 and
ending with the explosion at port of Beirut that destroyed almost half of the city. The Lebanese Lira
depreciated against the dollar to reach an unprecedented low-level in the parallel market. As a result, the
price of goods increased as Lebanon mostly relies on imports to secure its basic needs. Lebanon’s average
inflation rate in the first eleven months of 2020 climbed to 78.68%, up from lows of 2.53% registered by
November last year. Accordingly, all sub-components of Lebanon’s consumer price index (CPI) increased
over the studied period.
The average cost of housing and utilities, inclusive of water, electricity, gas and other fuels (grasping 28.4%
of the CPI) added a yearly 6.66% by November 2020, where Owner-occupied rental costs rose by 5.16%
year-on-year (YOY) while the average prices of water, electricity, gas, and other fuels increased by 8.40%
YOY. Looking at the average prices of Food and non-alcoholic beverages (20% of CPI), it surged by
239.19% by November 2020. In turn, the average prices of Transportation (13.1% of the CPI), Health (7.7%
of the CPI) and Education (6.6% of CPI) all recorded hikes of an annual 73.36%, 9.40% and 5.32%,
respectively, by November 2020. The average cost of Clothing and Footwear (5.2% of CPI) surged by
274.02% by November 2020, and the prices of Communication (4.5% of the CPI) increased by 64.19%.
Worth mentioning, average prices of Furnishings and household equipment (3.8% of CPI), Recreation,
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amusement, and culture (2.4% of the CPI), and Alcoholic beverages and tobacco (1.4% of CPI) increased
by 368.77%, 109.92%, and 273.17%, respectively, by November 2020. BDL continued to subsidize
essential goods in order to reduce the catastrophic effect of the depreciation of the Lebanese pound.
However, it is still unclear when BDL will be unable to continue subsidizing essential goods due to lack of
transparency in BDL’s accounts. Hence, the future Lebanese government should have a clear plan in order
to reduce prices and control inflation. However, with the political deadlock, we expect a further deterioration
in the national currency and a higher inflation rate. (CAS 29.12)
Back to Table of Contents

5.2. Lebanon’s Annual Trade Deficit Down by 58% to $5.25 Billion
In September 2020, Lebanon’s trade deficit totaled $5.25 billion, narrowing from the $12.49 billion
registered in the same period last year. Total imported goods retreated by 48.52% year-on-year (YOY) to
$7.88 billion in the first nine months of 2020. Meanwhile, Lebanon’s total exports declined by 6.39% YOY
to $2.63 billion during the same period.
Lebanon’s financial sector entered an unprecedented crisis in October 2019 and since then Lebanon has
relied on dollar inflows from abroad and BDL’s foreign reserves to finance imports and public spending and
to maintain the Lebanese lira-to-USD peg, in place since 1997. In term of value, the Mineral products had
the highest share of total imported goods with a stake of 30.06%. Products of the chemical or allied
industries ranked second, composing 15.39% of the total imports, while Vegetable Products and Pearls,
Precious stones and metals grasped the respective shares of 7.53% and 7.50%. Specifically, Lebanon
imported $2.37B worth of Mineral Products, compared to a value of $5.21B in the same period last year. In
fact, the net weight of imported mineral fuels, oils and their products decreased since last year and
witnessed a yearly drop from 10,186,004 tons in September 2019 to reach 6,256,845 tons in September
2020. In turn, the values of Products of the chemical or allied industries, Vegetable Products and Prepared
foodstuffs; beverages, tobacco recorded yearly drops of 22.10%, 19.18% and 41.46% to settle at $1.21B,
$592.9M and $560M, respectively. It is worth noting that the values of Vehicles, aircraft, vessels, transport
equipment recorded yearly drop of 67.66% to settle at $312.7M. The top three import sources by
September 2020 were Greece, US and Italy grasping the respective shares of 8.07%, 7.3% and 6.8% of
the total value of imports.
On the exports front, Lebanon’s top exported products were pearls, precious stones and metals, holding a
40.24% share of the total. Prepared foodstuffs, beverages & tobacco and Machinery, electrical instruments
followed, each grasping a share of 10.57% and 9.05%, respectively, of the total. The value of Pearls,
precious stones and metals declined yearly by 3.13% to $1.06B by September 2020. Meanwhile, the value
of prepared foodstuffs, beverages & tobacco observed an uptick of 1.11% to reach $278.25M while
machinery, electrical instruments, witnessed a yearly decline of 16.10% to reach $238.1M by September
2020. By Q3/20, the top three export destinations were Switzerland, UAE and KSA with the respective
shares of 32.98%, 10.4% and 6%. The volume of imports is expected to further decline in the upcoming
months in light of the foreign currency shortages and the ongoing political instability; especially if the BDL
stops the support of essential goods including basic food, medicines and fuel. (BLOM 27.12)
Back to Table of Contents

5.3. Lebanon May be Able to Stretch Reserves for Subsidies for Another Six Months
Lebanon can ration $2 billion in reserves left for subsidies to last six more months, Caretaker Prime Minister
Diab said on 29 December, as the country’s financial meltdown raises fears of rising hunger. Lebanon’s
worst crisis since its 1975-1990 civil war has crashed the currency and sent inflation soaring. A looming
end to subsidies has triggered UN warnings of “social catastrophe”. Prime Minister Diab also said Western
officials had told him there was “an international decision” not to help Lebanon because of Iran-backed
Hezbollah’s role the country. Diab said he only learned there was $2 billion in foreign reserves left for
subsidies from TV comments Central Bank Governor Salameh made recently.
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Diab, who took office a year ago with Hezbollah’s backing, resigned in August over public fury at the port
explosion that killed 200 people that month. His cabinet has since served in a caretaker role. One of the
biggest non-nuclear blasts on record, the disaster piled hardship on Lebanese already sinking into poverty.
As dollar inflows dried up, the central bank has drawn on foreign reserves to subsidize three key
commodities - wheat, fuel and medicine - and some basic goods. Diab, who cited dangerously low reserves
when he declared Lebanon’s default this year, said he hoped for agreement by February on a plan to cut
subsidy spending while supporting the poor.
Foreign donors have made clear they will not bail out the state unless it launches reforms to tackle decades
of graft, a root cause of the crisis. Gulf monarchies that once came to Lebanon’s rescue have also grown
alarmed by Hezbollah’s expanding influence. (Various 29.12)
Back to Table of Contents

5.4. Lebanon's 2020 Year of Market Crash & Worsening Monetary Conditions
During 2020, Lebanon witnessed its first-ever default on its foreign currency debt on 9 March, the 4 August
devastating Beirut port blast which has caused large human and material damages unseen since the Civil
War, a free-fall in debt prices to unprecedented levels and worsening monetary and economic conditions.
Specifically, the Lebanese pound was in total collapse against the US dollar on the black FX market in
2020, mainly pressured by a complete loss of confidence, a severe shortage in foreign currencies, dwindling
financial inflows and prolonged cabinet deadlock. Within this context, the LP/US$ rate deteriorated from
LP/US$ 2,125 at end-2019 on the black FX market to LP/US$ 8,375-LP/US$ 8,425 at end-2020. In parallel,
bond prices fell without finding a floor, reaching low-teens at year's end following the State’s first-ever
default on its FC debt and on bets about large losses incurred by bondholders. On the equity market, the
BSE price index contracted significantly by 9%, mainly weighed down by banking stocks amid worsening
socio-economic conditions and a flight to realty stocks. (Audi Bank 04.01)
Back to Table of Contents

5.5. Jordan Received JOD3.7 Billion in Foreign Aid Pledges to Jordan in 2020
The total foreign aid pledged to Jordan in 2020 by donor countries and financing institutions stood at
JOD3.73 billion by the end of November, the Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation announced.
The ministry said that the received foreign aid was distributed into $845 million of development grants,
including $523 million of agreed-upon grants to support the General Budget, and $322 million for the
implementation of development projects. It also included $2.16 billion worth of soft loans, including $1.48
billion to support the General Budget and $685 million to implement development projects.
In addition, the foreign aid was used to support the Jordan Response Plan to the Syrian Crisis (JRP) at a
value of $725.9 million, distributed on propping up refugees with $203.6 million, implementing projects in
host communities with $168.8 million, and providing $353.5 million worth of support through the General
Budget. (Petra 30.12)
Back to Table of Contents

5.6. Jordan, Egypt and Iraq Agree to Enhance Economic Cooperation
Jordan's Minister of Industry, Trade and Supply Ali, Iraqi Minister of Industry and Minerals al-Khabbaz and
the Egyptian Minister of Trade and Industry Jameh held a meeting remotely on 24 December to follow-up
on the trilateral ministerial talks which have convened in Cairo earlier this month.
The meeting also comes in implementation of the outcomes of the trilateral summit held in Amman last
August that brought together His Majesty King Abdullah II, Egyptian President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi and
Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa Al-Kazemi. These ministerial discussions went over the necessary action
mechanisms to implement decisions of the Cairo trilateral talks. In this context, the ministers agreed on a
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range of steps to enhance industrial integration and facilitate trade between the three countries, in addition
to the joint Iraqi-Jordanian economic estate, the statement added.
To ensure smooth follow up, national contact parties from the three countries have also been launched to
discuss the necessary measures to facilitate joint trade, overcome difficulties, and frame industrial
cooperation and integration during next January, to discuss developments in all relevant fields, the
statement pointed out. (Petra 24.12)
►►Arabian Gulf
Back to Table of Contents

5.7. New Council to Oversee Abu Dhabi's Economic and Financial Affairs
A new law issued by UAE President Sheikh Khalifa established the Supreme Council for Financial and
Economic Affairs. The entity, chaired by Sheikh Khalifa, who is also the ruler of Abu Dhabi, has been set
up to oversee the emirate's financial, investment and economic affairs, and the management of natural
resources including oil and gas. The new council aims to support Abu Dhabi's competitiveness and its
economic and financial sustainability.
It will also approve the strategies of key government-owned companies including Abu Dhabi National Oil
Company, Mubadala Investment Company, Abu Dhabi Investment Authority and holding company ADQ. It
will also have oversight of the Department of Finance. But the entities will all continue to operate day-today with autonomy. The council will take over the regulatory powers of the Supreme Petroleum Council,
which previously oversaw ADNOC. (TN 27.12)
Back to Table of Contents

5.8. Dubai's Emir Approves $15.55 Billion Budget for 2021
The Emirate of Dubai has approved an AED 57.1 billion ($15.55 billion) budget for 2021, when the economy
is expected to recover from a contraction this year. The statement did not give a comparison to actual
spending in 2020, but the size of the 2021 budget is 14% below the AED 66.4 billion it had set for 2020.
This year’s budget had factored in economic dividends from the Expo 2020 world fair, an event originally
slated to begin in October but postponed for a year due to COVID-19.
The 2021 budget, which was approved by Dubai’s ruler Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, takes
into account the exceptional economic conditions of the fiscal year 2020 and the repercussions of the
pandemic on the global economy. Dubai, with its diversified trade and tourism economy, was hit hard by a
lockdown and suspension of flights earlier this year. The economy is expected to contract 6.2% in 2020
before growing 4% in 2021, supported by the continued recovery of economic activities.
Dubai is expected to garner public revenues of AED 52.314 billion, despite the economic incentive
measures adopted by the government to reduce some fees and freeze fee increases. Non-tax revenues,
which come from state fees on various services, account for 59% of the total expected revenues, while tax
revenues account for 31% and government investment revenues 6%. This means Dubai is expected to
post a deficit of AED 4.786 billion in 2021, up from the AED 2.4 billion deficit budgeted in 2020. The public
revenue forecast is based on ongoing operations in the emirate and does not rely on oil revenues. Oil
revenues account for 4% of the total projected revenues for the fiscal year 2021. The government also
approved 9% of spending to maintain the volume of investment in infrastructure. (Various 27.12)
Back to Table of Contents
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5.9. Saudi Arabia Announces Four New Oil & Gas Discoveries
Saudi Aramco has discovered four new oil and gas fields in Saudi Arabia, the Minister of Energy Prince
Abdulaziz bin Salman announced on 27 December. Non-conventional oil was discovered in the al-Reesh
oil field, north-west of the Dhahran. The city, a major administrative center for the Kingdom’s oil industry,
is located in the Eastern Province. The Al-Reesh well No. 2’s daily flow stands at 4,452 bpd of Arab Extra
Light crude oil and 3.2 million standard cubic feet of natural gas, while well no. 4 is producing 3,654 bpd
and 1.6 million standard cubic feet of gas. Al-Reesh well No. 3’s initial production stands at 2,745 bpd with
3 million standard cubic feet of gas per day.
The discovery at the al-Reesh field is especially important, because it shows that it is possible to produce
Arab extra light crude oil at the Tuwaiq Mountain Formation. Non-conventional oil was also found in the alSarrah reservoir at the al-Minahhaz well, which is located south-west of the Ghawar oil field, and at the alSahbaa well in Dhahran.
Saudi Aramco discovered oil in the al-Ajramiyah well, with tests showing a rate of 3,850 barrels per day
(bpd). The well is located north-west of the city of Rafhaa in the Northern Borders Province on the SaudiIraqi border. Saudi Aramco is working to determine the size and volume of the newly-discovered fields and
estimate the amount of oil, gas, and condensation in these fields. The discoveries also underline the large
amount of natural resources that Saudi Arabia has at its disposal. (Al Arabiya 27.12)
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5.10.

Saudi Arabia Ends COVID-19 Travel Ban

On 3 January, Saudi Arabia lifted the temporary travel ban imposed last December as a precautionary
measure following the detection of a mutated type of COVID-19 in a number of countries, the Ministry of
Interior announced. Entry into the Kingdom by air, land and sea resumed, but some restrictions, including
asking non-Saudis coming from the UK, South Africa, and other countries where the COVID-19 variant had
been detected, to stay at least 14 days out of these countries before entering the Kingdom. Saudi citizens
who are allowed to enter for humanitarian and essential cases, coming from countries where the new
COVID-19 variant spread, are required to remain in their homes for 14 days for observation.
Saudi Arabia has begun vaccinating against COVID-19, starting with those considered high risk. The
Kingdom has also seen a steady decline in the number of new cases and deaths from the pandemic. To 1
January, a total of 362,488 people have contracted the disease in the Saudi Kingdom since COVID-19 was
first detected in Wuhan, China, in December 2019. Of the total number of cases, 2,772 remain active and
401 in critical condition. The total number of deaths as of 1 January is 6,230. (AN 04.01)
►►North Africa
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5.11.

Egypt Misses Revenue Targets Due to Pandemic, But Expenses are Also Down

Egypt recorded a budget deficit of EGP 462 billion — or 7.9% of GDP — in FY2019/20, according to Finance
Ministry figures published recently. The overall deficit fell short of ministry forecasts of 7.2% of GDP at the
end of the fiscal year, but is still an improvement from the 8.2% recorded in FY2018/19. Finance Minister
Maait said last month that Egypt is on track to continue narrowing the budget deficit in FY2020-2021, and
is targeting bringing down the deficit to 6.3% of GDP.
Meanwhile, the primary surplus, which strips debt service payments, narrowed to 1.8% of GDP in the fiscal
year, down from 2% in FY2018/19, and slightly missing an initial target of 1.9% of GDP. Revenues for
FY2019/20 came in lower than expected at EGP 975 billion, around EGP 200 billion below a forecast of
EGP 1.2 trillion. Finance Minister Mohamed Maait previously said that state revenues took a hit in the final
quarter of the fiscal year. This came as the lockdown and economic disruption hit tax revenues, the
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suspension of flights brought the tourism sector to a standstill, and trade disruptions caused Suez Canal
revenues to dip.
The collapse in oil prices was a plus as expenses came in at EGP 1.4 trillion, outperforming the state’s draft
budget, which had forecast a figure closer to EGP 1.6 trillion. The consistent drop in oil prices guided
government spending on fuel subsidies down 77% during the fiscal year, Maait previously said. The net
drop in expenses came despite pressure on state coffers from stimulus and health spending to face COVID19. The government had allocated EGP 100 billion at the onset of the pandemic to tackle emergency
spending needs, of which it had doled out some EGP 65 billion by July to purchase medical supplies, staple
goods, and pay employment grants for day laborers. (Various 27.12)
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5.12.

Egypt's Tourist Arrivals Plunge in the Pandemic Year

The number of tourists to visit Egypt fell more than 70% in annual terms during 2020 to 3.6 million, down
from 13 million in 2019, according to the Ministry of Tourism. Tourism revenues plunged to EGP 4 billion
during the year, down from EGP 13 billion in 2019, as average monthly receipts declined 85-92% due to
COVID. The majority of tourists (2.5 million) visited the country in January and February before the
pandemic ground the industry to a complete halt between March and July. Just 1.1 million tourists visited
the country in the second half of the year after authorities lifted travel restrictions. (Enterprise 03.01)
Back to Table of Contents

5.13.

2020 Wasn’t a Complete Disaster for the Suez Canal

Suez Canal revenues dipped 3% in 2020 to $5.61 billion compared to $5.8 billion in 2019, the Suez Canal
Authority (SCA) said on 2 January. The canal recorded its second-highest annual net tonnage last year at
1.17 billion tonnes from over 18,000 ships crossing the canal. Incentives and reductions the authority
introduced last year to counter the global trade slowdown due to COVID-19 will extend into 2021. LNG,
LPG and oil carriers will receive reductions on their Suez Canal transit fees of between 30 - 75%. Transit
fees for all ships will be fixed in 2021 at the same price as the previous year as part of another initiative to
spur movement across the canal. The SCA said that these marketing policies had helped to protect much
of the canal’s shipping volumes and revenues during the pandemic. (SCA 03.01)
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5.14.

Egypt Exported 33.9 bcf of Natural Gas to Jordan in FY 2019/20

The Egyptian Natural Gas Holding Company (EGAS) exported about 33.9 billion cubic feet (bcf) of natural
gas to Jordon via the Arab Gas pipeline in the fiscal year (FY) 2019/20. The company also noted that the
exported liquefied natural gas (LNG) from the Idku gas liquefaction plant reached about 120 billion cubic
feet of gas equivalent (bcfe) through 33 LNG shipments. The company also stated that the national plan
of natural gas households’ delivery has been amended from 1 million housing units to 1.1 million units. It
added that its targeted plan in FY 2020/21 is to deliver natural gas to 100 industrial and 1000 commercial
facilities. (EOG 28.12)
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5.15.

Algeria's Sonatrach Plans $40 Billion in Investment Over Five Years

Algerian state oil and gas firm Sonatrach plans to invest $40 billion, 51% of it in the local dinar currency,
over the next five years to develop existing fields, the company's CEO said on 31 December. Sonatrach
also expects higher output and sales in 2021 as it aims to start production from new fields. The dinar
spending includes projects that will be awarded to national companies in order to allow the country to save
considerable funds in hard currency.
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OPEC member Algeria has been under financial pressure after a fall in energy export revenues which
account for 60% of the state budget and 94% of total sales abroad. The government has ordered Sonatrach
to cut planned spending for this year by 50% to $7 billion after the coronavirus pandemic caused a fall in
global oil prices. (EnergyWorld 01.01)
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5.16.

US to Mobilize $5 Billion in Investments in Morocco

On 22 December, the US International Development Finance Corporation (DFC) announced a series of
efforts to expand American investment in Morocco and strengthen its role as an economic hub for the
continent. In sum, these initiatives seek to mobilize $5 billion in investments in Morocco and across the
region.
These initiatives include the opening of a Prosper Africa office to be based in Morocco. Through the Prosper
Africa initiative, the U.S. aims to support $1 billion in new two-way trade and investment deals between the
United States and Morocco, as well as countries across North Africa, over the next four years. They also
include the signing of an MoU between DFC and Rabat detailing DFC's efforts to invest $3 billion over the
next four years for projects in Morocco and in co-investments with Moroccan partners for projects in SubSaharan Africa.
In January 2021, the US Agency for International Development’s (USAID) intends to designate Morocco as
the North Africa regional hub for its new continent-wide Prosper Africa trade and investment program. The
measures also provide for the launch of a 2X MENA initiative to catalyze $1 billion of investments in projects
that advance women’s economic empowerment in the Middle East and North Africa. The new Morocco
office will also leverage expertise from across 17 U.S. Government agencies and to increase two-way trade
and investment between the US and Morocco and across North Africa. (Yabiladi 24.12)
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5.17.

Morocco Invested MAD 7.1 Billion in Drinking Water & Electricity Projects in 2020

Morocco’s Prime Minister El Othmani said on 29 December that investments by the National Office for
Electricity and Drinking Water (ONEE) will reach $800 million in 2020. The overall investment budget
includes $391 million invested in electricity and $403 million for drinking water and liquid sanitation. The
national office reinforced its position as one of the “major investors” at the national level. ONEE had
managed to maintain the same volume of investments as in recent years despite the COVID-19 crisis.
El Othmani, who chaired the 4th session of the ONEE Board of Directors, said that the office mobilized
investments of $929 million for the electricity and drinking water sectors. These investments made it
possible to ensure a normal and regular supply of electricity and drinking water to cities, as well as liquid
sanitation services for 146 centers, and to improve the coverage rate of the rural world, which reached
99.78 % for electricity and 97.8% for drinking water. El Othmani also called on the office to get involved in
the digitization project through the development of a digital transformation plan to optimize and improve its
services. (MWN 30.12)
6. TURKISH, CYPRIOT & GREEK DEVELOPMENTS
Back to Table of Contents

6.1. Turkey's Economy Flounders Since 2018 Under Erdogan's Guidance
Turkey's foreign trade deficit has surged beyond $45 billion in 2020, data showed, as fallout from the
coronavirus pandemic extended the worst economic slump in President Erdogan's nearly two decades in
power. The sharp trade imbalance, including a jump of $5 billion in November alone, approached the $55
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billion deficit logged in 2018, when a currency crisis marked the end of years of hot economic growth fueled
by cheap foreign credit.
Since mid-2018, annual growth averaged roughly 0.5% due to a roller-coaster of recession, strong recovery
and another deep contraction in Q2/20, when the economy was mostly shuttered to curb COVID-19. Before
that, steady annual growth of around 5% propelled Erdogan to five straight election wins, the last in 2018.
The lira has halved in value over the past 2 years and in 2020 alone, it has lost 20% against the dollar, the
second worst performance among emerging market currencies - despite rallying in the last two months
since Erdogan overhauled his economic leadership and pledged a new, market-friendly era. Economists
expect the $760-billion economy to narrowly avoid a contraction in 2020.
Measures to curb COVID-19, which has killed nearly 21,000 people in Turkey, have slashed key tourism
revenues in a country already heavily reliant on imports. The deficit in the first 11 months of the year jumped
some 83%, the Turkish Statistical Institute said. Exports fell 8.3% while imports rose 3.5%. (Al-Arabiya
01.01)
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6.2. Turkey's Exports Hit All-Time Monthly High of $17.84 Billion in December
Turkey has closed 2020 by achieving the highest level of December exports ever, the country's trade
minister announced on 5 January. Turkey’s exports have surged by 16% to an all-time monthly high of
$17.84 billion in December. Exports worth $51.2 billion in Q4/20 also marked the highest ever quarterly
period. Turkey closed 2020 with $169.5 billion in exports, exceeding the target of $165.9 billion in the
medium-term program. On the other hand, imports were up 4.3% and reached $219.4 billion. The exportsto-imports coverage ratio hit 77.3% in 2020. (DS 05.01)
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6.3. Businessmen Urge Alcohol Tax Hike Suspension Amid Bootleg Liquor Deaths
On 2 January, the chairman of the Confederation of Turkish Tradesmen and Craftsmen (TESK) urged
Ankara to shelve tax hikes on alcoholic beverages in 2021 in bid to stem the increasing number of bootleg
alcohol deaths across the country. The media attributes the tax hike to the soaring production of bootleg
liquor in Turkey.
Turkey implements tax hikes in alcoholic beverages twice a year in line with its share in the domestic
producer price index. Since October alone, over 90 people have died in Turkey of poisoning from bootleg
alcohol. Rising alcohol prices in Turkey, caused largely by higher taxes, have pushed Turks to produce
and consume more counterfeit spirits in recent years. This has caused a rise in alcohol poisoning cases
as more people turned to black market alternatives. The cost of alcohol and tobacco in Turkey surged by
22.4% in June alone. (Various 02.01)
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6.4. Turkey Launches Türksat 5a Satellite into Orbit
On 4 January, Turkey launched its fifth-generation satellite into orbit. The new-generation communication
satellite, equipped with the latest technology and higher capacity, will provide television services and
improve broadband data networks. Following the Türksat 5A satellite, the country will also launch another
communication satellite, the Türksat 5B, in June. Turkey signed an agreement with the global aerospace
company Airbus in 2017 for the production of the Türksat 5A and 5B orbiters. Türksat 5A was built in
collaboration between Türksat, Turkish Aerospace Industries (TAI) and Airbus Defense and Space.
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The satellite will be launched by the U.S.-based technology company SpaceX with a Falcon 9 rocket from
the U.S. state of Florida. The satellite will sit in fixed orbit on the broadcast band of the 31st meridian east
and is expected to weigh 3.5 tons at launch. It will cover Turkey, the Middle East, Europe and large regions
of Africa. While the satellite's capacity will be 45% greater, its lifespan is said to be two times more
compared with previous generations. The initial liftoff had been planned for 30 November but was
postponed.
Turkey is also working on building its own Türksat 6A. The production is ongoing and is using completely
domestic sourcing in Ankara. It is a product of the collaboration between the Transportation and
Infrastructure Ministry as well as organizations and companies such as leading defense firm Aselsan, TAI
and CTech, along with Türksat and the country’s top scientific body, the Scientific and Technological
Research Council of Turkey (TÜBITAK). It will place Turkey among 10 countries capable of producing their
own satellites. The contract for Türksat 6A was signed in December 2014. The satellite is expected to be
launched in 2022. (DS 31.12)
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6.5. Greece Announces Early Repayment of IMF Dues
Greece's the Finance Ministry has launched procedures for the early repayment of a €3.6 billion tranche of
a loan received from the International Monetary Fund. The repayment in question will cover loans ending
in 2021 and 2022, Minister Staikouras said on 28 December. It will be the second early repayment of IMF
loans within a year, totaling €6.3 billion, of a total of around €8 billion received from the IMF, or around 80%.
Repayment will fully apply the terms and obligations of the Greek state to its creditors, preserving the
framework of supervision and the active participation of all interested parties.
This repayment will cover the part of loans with maturities within the years 2021 and 2022. It is the second
that is taking place under the current government, thus repaying €6.3 billion out of a total of about €8 billion
of borrowing from the IMF until the summer of 2019 – i.e. about 80% of it. (eKathimerini 28.12)
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6.6. Greece Welcomes Plan for Flagship Innovation Hub at Former Industrial Site
Greek Prime Minister Mitsotakis welcomed the first step toward the redevelopment of a disused industrial
plant near Piraeus to create the first Greek innovation hub. The new hub has the strategic goal of boosting
the Greek economy and assisting its transition to a different production model, as well as helping promote
Greece as a destination for innovation in southeastern Europe. It will also help increase employment in
highly specialized areas and thus in reversing brain drain, while also encouraging the development of startups that can generate high added value.
The site of the former paint maker CHROPEI has been unused since the 19th century plant ceased
operating in the 1980s. The space has remained abandoned for 40 years, which was "a reflection of the
Greek state's inability to manage its property assets," the Prime Minister said. The process began with the
publication of the tender and a contractor selection process to convert of the old plant via a Public and
Private-Sector Partnership (PPP) into a hub for research centers and start-ups, enabling the free flow of
ideas between science and innovative enterprises. The development ministry's business plan envisages
an investment of €100 million that will help create 2,000 jobs. (eKathimerini 30.12)
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6.7. Telecom Companies Sign Contracts for Launch of Greece's 5G Network
On 30 December, Greece's the Hellenic Telecommunications and Post Commission (EETT) signed
contracts with the country's three major telecoms providers Cosmote, Vodafone and Wind for the use of
the 700MHz, 2GHz, 3400-3800 MHz and 26 GHz radio frequency band widths, which pave the way for a
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5G network. Digital Governance Minister Pierrakakis feels that the anticipated financial gains of the new
5G networks include the creation of 69,000 new jobs by 2030 and €12 billion in added value. Pierrakakis
also spoke about the way the tender was carried out and the fact that some bandwidths were not included
for use in research to develop products. (Various 30.12)
7. GENERAL NEWS AND INTEREST
*ISRAEL:
Back to Table of Contents

7.1. Israel's Population Stands at 9,291,000 in 2021
The Central Bureau of Statistics announced on 31 December that on the eve of 2021, the population of
Israel was estimated at 9,291,000. According to the CBS data, Israel's population include 6.87 million Jews,
constituting 73.9% of the total population, 1.956 million Arabs, constituting 21.1% of the total population
and 456,000 others (5%). Over the past Gregorian year, Israel's population grew by 1.7%. Some 84% was
due to natural increase and 16% of was the result of international migration. Of the 44,000 people who
died in Israel this year 3,314 died of COVID-19.
In 2020, approximately 176,000 babies were born in Israel, 73.8% to Jewish families, 23.4% to Arab families
and 2.8% to others. In light of the COVID-19 outbreak and the closure of Israel's air borders, there has
been a significant decrease in the number of immigrants this year. Some 20,000 people immigrated to
Israel in 2020, compared to about 34,000 immigrants in 2019. The countries from which most people
immigrated to Israel this year are Russia (38.1%), Ukraine (15.1%), France (11.0%) and the United States
(10.7%). (CBS 31.12)
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7.2. Israel-UAE Hockey Match Makes History
In the world of ice hockey, the Bat Yam Chiefs and Dubai Mighty Camels are big unknowns, but both clubs
made history, taking part in the first sports match between teams from Israel and the United Arab Emirates.
Although Bat Yam doesn’t even have an ice rink, it does have the Chiefs, which played two matches against
the Mighty Camels in Dubai on 18 and 19 December. They even received the blessing of Gary Bettman,
commissioner of the National Hockey League (NHL). Bettman, who heads the professional ice hockey
league in North America, said he hoped it would be the “first of many such events.” The Bat Yam Chiefs
won both games.
Israel currently has three ice hockey arenas — in Holon, where the Bat Yam Chiefs train near Tel Aviv,
Metula in the north of Israel and a new ice rink in Tvunot near Jerusalem. In addition to the Emirates, Israel
has announced peace agreements in recent months with Bahrain, Sudan and Morocco, a country that also
has an ice hockey team. (HC Bat Yam Chiefs 21.12)
*REGIONAL:
Back to Table of Contents

7.3. UAE Announces Expected Ramadan & Eid Al Fitr 2021 Dates
The Islamic holy month of Ramadan is expected to begin in less than 100 days. The Arab Union for
Astronomy and Space Sciences (AUASS) said that the Ramadan crescent moon is expected to form on 12
April 2021 at 18:31 UAE time. Ramadan 2021, hence, is expected to begin there on Tuesday, 13 April.
These dates are subject to witnesses attesting to moon sightings. Eid el Fitr will then be expected on 12
May. The Eid Al Adha holiday will likely to be from Monday, 19 July to Thursday, 22 July, followed by the
two-day weekend. The UAE Cabinet has confirmed the official holiday dates (WAM 03.01)
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7.4. Haifa University Signs Cooperation Agreement with UAE's TRENDS
The United Arab Emirates' TRENDS Research & Advisory signed an agreement for academic cooperation
with the University of Haifa at an online ceremony held recently, Haifa University announced. The
agreement came to fruition following an international symposium, which was held in early December and
led by the Ezri Center of Maritime Policy and Strategy at the University of Haifa. Researchers from the
TRENDS Institute in Abu Dhabi were invited to the symposium, which dealt with the topic of "Gulf states from the periphery to the center," and following its success, the parties agreed to expand their cooperation
and anchor it in an official agreement.
The agreement follows a Memorandum of Understanding that the TRENDS Institute signed with Tel Aviv
University's Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies (MDC) in October.
TRENDS Research & Advisory analyzes opportunities and challenges at geopolitical, economic and
cognitive levels. The Center conducts research and engages in a constant endeavor to find scientific and
objective answers to the global trends in a way that enhances the understanding of all its dimensions.
TRENDS seeks to comprehend the impact of the issues facing the world, taking into account the different
aspects of analyses and following the international standards set for scientific research. (JP 03.01)
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7.5. KISS New Year's Eve Concert in Dubai Breaks Two Guinness World Records
Legendary band KISS broke two world records while performing at Dubai's Atlantis, The Palm on 31
December. The KISS 2020 Goodbye concert, playing and streaming to a global audience of two million
with more than 500,000 live streams, welcomed the New Year in their larger than life style against a
stunning backdrop of the Dubai skyline and the resort’s Royal Pool. The Rock ‘n Roll Hall of Famers ended
their performance with a huge fireworks display and record-breaking flame projections.
The two Guinness World Records they broke were the highest flame projection in a music concert – the
minimum for this record title is 35 meters - and the most flame projections launched simultaneously in a
music concert – the minimum for this record title is a total of 66 heads. (KT 01.01)
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7.6. Saudi Arabia Lifting Qatar Embargo, Opening Airspace & Border
Kuwait’s foreign ministry announced on 4 January that Saudi Arabia will open its air and land borders with
Qatar in the first steps toward ending a diplomatic crisis that has deeply divided regional U.S. allies since
2017. Saudi Arabia has opened its borders with Qatar starting that evening. Kuwait was mediating between
Qatar and four Arab Gulf states.
Qatar's only land border has been mostly closed since mid-2017, when Saudi Arabia, Egypt, the United
Arab Emirates and Bahrain launched a blockade against the Gulf state due to its support of radical Islamist
groups in the region and its close ties with Iran. The border has opened just briefly during the past three
years to allow Qataris into Saudi Arabia to perform the hajj.
Lifting of the embargo by Saudi Arabia allowed for Qatar to attend a summit of Gulf leaders on 5 January
to be held in the Saudi town of Al-Ula. All parties were anxious on reunification and the gathering in Al-Ula
would sign a statement to usher in a renewal of relations. (KNA 04.01)
Back to Table of Contents
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7.7. Algeria's President Returns from Covid-19 Treatment in Germany
President Abdelmadjid Tebboune returned to Algeria on 29 December and appeared on television after a
two-month absence in Germany, where he received treatment for COVID-19. Seemingly in good health,
Tebboune, who looked to have regained weight since his last television appearance over two weeks ago,
was greeted by several senior Algerian officials, including Prime Minister Djerad and army chief of staff
Chengriha.
The president spoke briefly, wishing “a happy new year to all Algerians,” “much better than 2020,” and
implying that he was almost cured of the virus. He made his last televised appearance on 13 December,
looking visibly thinner after weeks in treatment, saying he was “on the road to recovery” and would return
soon. Tebboune, aged 75 and a heavy smoker, was hospitalized in Germany on 28 October, and Algerian
authorities later announced that he had the COVID-19 illness. He had finished his treatment and left
hospital at the end of November, but extended his stay in Germany for a period of convalescence. (AlArabiya 30.12)
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7.8. Abortion in Turkey Legal but Not Available, University Study Shows
A recent study prepared by the Istanbul-based Kadir Has University reveals that only 10 public hospitals in
Turkey offer abortion services out of 295. The study showed that public hospitals in 56 provinces of Turkey
reject abortion services without restriction. Compared to the previous study in 2016, number of the public
hospitals which provide abortion services has dropped significantly. While in 2016, 12% of Turkish hospitals
did not provide optional abortion service, this number rose to 54% in 2020.
The study noted that while the percentage of the hospitals providing abortion services only in case of
medical necessity was 78 in 2016, it decreased to 14% in 2020. The study, “Legal But Not Necessarily
Available: Abortion Services at State Hospitals in Turkey,” was prepared by the university’s Gender and
Women’s Studies Research Centre concluded that although abortions are legal, they are not very
accessible in the country. (Medyascope 29.12)
8. ISRAEL LIFE SCIENCE NEWS
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8.1. Canonic Signs First Cultivation Agreement for its Medical Cannabis Varieties
Canonic has signed its first commercial agreement with a licensed medical cannabis cultivator, Telcann,
for the provision of plant growth services in Israel to Canonic. With this agreement, Canonic has completed
the establishment of the major component required for the production infrastructure of its medical cannabis
products, MetaYield and Precise in Israel. Canonic is expected to proceed with the execution of its
commercialization (go-to-market) plan of medical cannabis products in Israel under its own label. Canonic’s
first product, from its MetaYield program, is aimed to be commercialized commencing in 2022.
According to statistics, published by Israeli Medical Cannabis Agency (IMCA)[1], in 2020 there are
approximately 75,000 active patients in Israel that consume a total of roughly 30 tons of cannabis per year,
which translate to $220 million per year. Based on current growth rates, according to industry estimates
the Israeli market will reach approximately 250,000 patients by 20253.
Rehovot's Canonic is a subsidiary of Evogene, developing medical cannabis products through a
Computational Predictive Biology (CPB) platform. The company’s products in development are aimed at
improving active compounds yield, genetic stability and cannabis varieties for specific medical indications.
The company’s strategy includes the development of cannabis varieties in order to commercialize medical
Cannabis products independently or through collaborations. Canonic has exclusive access to Evogene’s
genomic assets and technology for the development of medical Cannabis products. (Evogene 23.12)
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8.2. Rapid Medical Receives FDA Clearance for Steerable Neurovascular Guidewire
Rapid Medical received FDA clearance of DRIVEWIRE, a novel guidewire with a steerable distal tip that
handles complex anatomical turns with ease. This device is named Columbus outside of the United States.
With DRIVEWIRE, physicians control the direction and shape of the guidewire’s tip while it is inside the
vessel, precisely navigating the neuro and peripheral vasculature. This intravascular steering provides
access to difficult anatomical locations, increasing the physician’s ability to treat vascular diseases with less
invasive interventional approaches.
Guidewires are key components for treating intravascular diseases such as ischemic and hemorrhagic
strokes. Currently, physicians do not have direct control over the guidewire tip and often remove the
guidewire several times to reshape it before reaching the desired location. DRIVEWIRE is the first
neurovascular guidewire with a controllable distal end that can change course and shape on-demand for
more precise navigation. This enables physicians to select the most efficient and safest route to the
anatomical site.
Yokneam's Rapid Medical is developing game-changing devices for neurovascular treatments. Utilizing
novel manufacturing techniques, Rapid Medical’s devices are the first remotely adjustable tools to provide
improved control for better procedural outcomes. TIGERTRIEVER, COMANECI and COLUMBUS are CE
marked for use in Europe. COMANECI and DRIVEWIRE are also FDA approved. (Rapid Medical 22.12)
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8.3. Xeris Pharmaceuticals Commercializes Gvoke in Israel & the Palestinian Authority
Chicago's Xeris Pharmaceuticals, a specialty pharmaceutical company leveraging its novel formulation
technology platforms to develop and commercialize ready-to-use injectable and infusible drug formulations,
has entered into an exclusive distribution agreement with Megapharm, a leading Israel-based
pharmaceutical company, for the commercialization in Israel and the Palestinian Authority of Xeris’ Gvoke
(glucagon injection) for the treatment of severe hypoglycemia in adults and children with diabetes ages 2
years and above. Gvoke is the world’s first and only ready-to-use liquid glucagon.
Under the terms of the agreement, Megapharm will be responsible for registration and marketing of Gvoke
in Israel and the Palestinian Authority, as well as named patient services supply, and Xeris will be
responsible for manufacturing, product supply, quality assurance and control, regulatory support, and
maintenance of IP. Gvoke is expected to be available in Israel in 2022. Gvoke will also be available in
Israel prior to registration on a named patient basis starting in early 2021.
Ra'anana's Megapharm is a leading Israeli private pharma marketing company, founded in 1989,
exclusively representing a number of major American, European and Japanese pharmaceutical companies.
Megapharm provides its partners with a full set of commercial capabilities, including registration, market
access and sales and marketing. (Xeris Pharmaceuticals 22.12)
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8.4. Theranica Reports Positive Study Results of Nerivio for Adolescent Migraine Patients
Theranica announced that a new peer-reviewed study demonstrates the potential of remote electrical
neuromodulation (REN) for the acute treatment of migraine in adolescents. The study used Theranica's
Nerivio therapeutic wearable, currently FDA-cleared for adult patients, and demonstrates that adolescents
may also benefit from using the device. Nerivio is currently under review by the FDA for indication
expansion to adolescents.
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The study, published in Headache, evaluated 45 episodic and chronic migraine patients between the ages
of 12 and 17, who completed at least one treatment with Nerivio. 159 migraine headaches were treated
with the device over the course of the study, mostly moderate (49%) or severe (33%) at baseline. At two
hours after treatment, 71% of participants reported pain relief and 35% reported pain freedom. Pain relief
and pain freedom were sustained for 24 hours in 90% of cases. 69% of patients experienced improvement
in functional ability, defined by ability to do schoolwork and perform "usual activities," at two hours. There
were no device-related serious adverse events.
Netanya's Theranica is a prescribed digital therapeutics company dedicated to creating effective, safe,
affordable, low-side effect electroceuticals for idiopathic pain conditions. The company's award-winning
flagship product, Nerivio, is the first FDA-cleared smartphone-controlled prescription wearable device for
acute treatment of migraine. Theranica is expanding its proprietary technology to offer additional solutions
for other pain conditions. The use of the device in adolescent migraine patients is currently investigational
in the United States, with a pending 510(k) notice currently under FDA review. (Theranica 22.12)
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8.5. Pluristem & Innovare R&D Expand COVID-19 Program to Mexico
Pluristem Therapeutics has entered into a collaboration agreement with Mexican pharmaceutical company
Innovare R&D to expand its ongoing clinical program of PLX cells in the treatment of Acute Respiratory
Distress Syndrome (ARDS) associated with COVID-19 in Mexico. The Phase II study in Mexico is subject
to the approval of local authorities, with the goal of being conducted under the U.S. FDA cleared protocol.
In accordance with the agreement, Innovare will open clinical sites and enroll patients for the proposed
clinical study in Mexico. Innovare will fund the study in Mexico and will purchase PLX cells for the study
from Pluristem. Subject to potential positive clinical study results and Mexican regulatory approval for
commercialization, the agreement grants Innovare exclusive distribution rights in Mexico to supply PLX
cells for treating severe COVID-19 cases complicated by ARDS. All intellectual property and manufacturing
rights remain with Pluristem. Pluristem is currently conducting two Phase II studies in ARDS associated
with COVID-19 in the U.S., Europe and Israel, an Expanded Access Program in the U.S. and a per patient
compassionate use program in Israel.
Haifa's Pluristem Therapeutics Inc. is a leading regenerative medicine company developing novel placentabased cell therapy product candidates. The Company has reported robust clinical trial data in multiple
indications for its patented PLX cell product candidates and is currently conducting late stage clinical trials
in several indications. (Pluristem 29.12)
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8.6. Protalix & Chiesi Announce Final Results for Fabry Disease Treatment
Protalix BioTherapeutics and Italy's Chiesi Global Rare Diseases announced final study results from the
BRIDGE Phase III Open-Label, Switch-Over Clinical Trial Evaluating Pegunigalsidase Alfa for the
Treatment of Fabry Disease. Pegunigalsidase alfa is a plant cell-expressed recombinant, PEGylated,
cross-linked α-galactosidase-A product candidate under development for the treatment of Fabry disease.
The BRIDGE study was a Phase III 12 month open-label, single arm switch-over study evaluating the safety
and efficacy of pegunigalsidase alfa, 1 mg/kg infused every two weeks, in up to 22 Fabry patients previously
treated with agalsidase alfa for at least two years and on a stable dose for at least six months.
Final results of the data generated in the study showed substantial improvement in renal function as
measured by mean annualized estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate (eGFR slope) in both male and female
patients who were switched from agalsidase alfa to PRX-102. Following the switch to PRX-102, there was
a decrease in patients with progressing or fast progressing kidney disease and most patients achieved a
stable status post-switch.
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Fabry disease is an X-linked inherited disease that results from deficient activity of the lysosomal αGalactosidase-A enzyme resulting in progressive accumulation of abillionormal deposits of a fatty
substance called globotriaosylceramide (Gb3) in blood vessel walls throughout a person's body.
Carmiel's Protalix is a biopharmaceutical company focused on the development and commercialization of
recombinant therapeutic proteins expressed through its proprietary plant cell-based expression system,
ProCellEx. Protalix was the first company to gain FDA approval of a protein produced through plant cellbased in suspension expression system. Protalix's unique expression system represents a new method
for developing recombinant proteins in an industrial-scale manner. (Protalix 30.12)
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8.7. Pigmentum Raises $1 Million to Advance Genetic Concentration of Flavor in Plants
FreshStart has welcomed Pigmentum, an Israeli agro-tech startup, into its food-tech incubator in Kiryat
Shmona. Pigmentum technology modifies the genetic components of plants to enhance the production of
natural flavor and color substances. Alongside its place in the incubator, the company will also receive a
$1 million investment. Pigmentum’s technology helps with the crossbreeding and assimilation of genetic
elements of plants to generate unique seeds. According to the company, plants grown with its technology
produce a concentration of pigment or flavor 10-15 times more potent than those from more conventional
sources “transforming each plant into a small factory of natural flavor and aroma compounds.”
The global market for food coloring, flavoring, and aroma substances is estimated to be a surprising $16
billion industry, of which natural pigment, aroma, and flavor substances account for almost half. The
demand for natural ingredients is rising but still hits barriers due to being twice as expensive as synthetic
substances. It is expected that since Pigmentum’s solution requires a significantly lower plant yield to
produce natural substances compared with existing crops, it demands less land, irrigation, and lowers
cultivation costs.
Founded in 2018, Kibbutz Sdot Yam's Pigmentum is an alumnus of FaculTech, the Students’
Entrepreneurship Club of the Hebrew University’s Faculty of Agriculture, Food and Environment.
(Pigmentum 31.12)
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8.8. TAU Scientists Develop Innovative Therapy to Prevent Deafness
A new study at Tel Aviv University presents an innovative treatment for deafness, based on the delivery of
genetic material into the cells of the inner ear. The genetic material 'replaces' the genetic defect and
enables the cell to continue functioning normally. The scientists were able to prevent the gradual
deterioration of hearing in mice with a genetic mutation for deafness. They maintain that this novel therapy
could lead to a breakthrough in treating children born with various mutations that eventually cause
deafness.
The treatment was administered soon after birth and the mice's hearing was then monitored using both
physiological and behavioral tests. Treated mice developed normal hearing, with sensitivity almost identical
to that of healthy mice who do not have the mutation. Following the successful study, the scientists are
currently developing similar therapies for other mutations that cause deafness.
This is an important study that shows that inner ear gene therapy can be effectively applied to a mouse
model of SYNE4 deafness to rescue hearing. The magnitude of hearing recovery is impressive. This study
is a part of a growing body of literature showing that gene therapy can be successfully applied to mouse
models of hereditary hearing loss, and it illustrates the enormous potential of gene therapy as a treatment
for deafness. The study was supported by the BSF – US-Israel Binational Science Foundation, the NIH –
National Institutes of Health, the ERC – European Research Council, and the Israel Precision Medicine
Partnership Program of the Israel Science Foundation. (TAU 28.12)
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8.9. Pfizer, AstraZeneca, Merck & Teva Win Tender for New Israeli Innovation Lab
The Israel Innovation Authority (IIA) and the National Digital Ministry have selected Pfizer, AstraZeneca,
Merck and Teva to establish an Innovation Lab to research digital health and computational biology. The
companies, which join the Israel Biotech Fund and Amazon Web Services (AWS), will establish the
laboratory at Rehovot Science Park to help entrepreneurs and startups meet the challenges of the
healthcare industry.
The lab is scheduled to open in 2021 and will join existing labs as part of the program initiated by the IIA.
In total, it will have a government budget of $9.9 million, as well as additional funding from the group’s
partners. The group was awarded a five-year operational franchise and the IIA and National Digital Ministry
will finance 85% of a $1 million budget for each startup that joins the lab.
The lab is part of the ‘Bio-convergence Strategy’ aimed at establishing a successful, innovative ecosystem
in the healthcare sector. Its purpose is to help advance AI-based computational technologies aimed at
discovering personalized solutions and treatments. The recent Pfizer and Moderna vaccines to tackle
COVID-19 can cite AI as one of the leading factors in their speed during development, and the lab expects
this area of healthcare to become more significant in upcoming years. (Calcalist 27.12)
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8.10.

CaringApp Offers Remote Support & Assistance for the Elderly

Israel's The Caring Company has launched a new app, CaringApp, to provide remote support and
assistance to family members and relatives of the elderly. Using smart technology, it can monitor and
identify life-saving moments such as alerts to falling, mood monitoring, and inactivity.
COVID-19 was the main inspiration for CaringApp, which has had a profound effect on elderly populations
in Israel and around the world. Social distancing measures and lockdowns can cause loneliness and
physical inactivity, which leads to health-related issues both mentally and physically. CaringApp tracks
behavioral and physical changes in the user and includes features such as an emergency button offering
quick access to important contacts; battery tracking, which tracks the battery status and notifies a caregiver
with accurate locations if the phone were to die; mood monitoring, which analyzes the voice of the user
during phone calls to detect mood; and a fall alert which uses the phone’s motion sensor to detect if
someone of advanced age were to suddenly fall. (CaringApp 24.12)
9. ISRAEL PRODUCT & TECHNOLOGY NEWS
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9.1. Augwind's Storage System - AirBattery - Brings Storage Breakthrough
Augwind announced the results of the tests performed in the proof of technological feasibility stage and
assessment of the efficiency of the AirBattery system. The overall efficiency of the system in the context
of commercial facilities with a capacity above five MW is expected to be in the range of approximately 7581%, depending on the characteristics and the various requirements of each storage project, and the
storage system components it comprises.
Compared to a storage system based on lithium batteries, despite their higher initial efficiency, lithium
batteries have an obvious disadvantage in that their efficiency and structural capacity fade over the years
and necessitate replacement and upgrade for a new storage system every few years or cycles. In addition,
lithium-ion systems contain chemical components, some of which are not recyclable, while Augwind's
solution is designed for decades, while also being green, environmentally friendly, and based solely on
water and air.
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Ness Ziona's Augwind was founded in 2012. The company specializes in the development and installation
of compressed air storage systems to increase energy efficiency (AirSmart) and for storing energy for the
electricity sector and, among other things, doing so from renewable energy electricity generation sources
such as PV or wind, which include the storage system developed by Augwind (AirBattery). Augwind
operates on two fronts: the energy storage market and the air compressor market. (Augwind 23.12)
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9.2. Magal Awarded $9 Million Project for Major African Seaport Security System
Magal Security Systems was awarded a $9 million project for the renewal of the integrated security system
for a major seaport in Africa. The award, from a long-term customer, is for a three-year project which
includes the renewal of IT and communication infrastructure, along with a significant upgrade to the port's
security system. The award also provides for the installation of an extensive array of cameras with day and
night vision capabilities and automated gates to improve port efficiency, along with a new control room.
The control room will feature the latest version of Magal's state of the art command and control software
(PSIM), FORTIS, that will integrate all the security devices and systems throughout the seaport. Magal's
dynamic FORTIS command and control capabilities provide holistic integration of security and operational
systems into one comprehensive, high availability platform in the control room.
Yehud's Magal is a leading international provider of comprehensive physical, video and access control
security products and solutions, as well as site management. Over the past 45 years, Magal has delivered
its products as well as tailor–made security solutions and turnkey projects to hundreds of satisfied
customers in over 80 countries – under some of the most challenging conditions. Magal offers
comprehensive integrated solutions for critical sites, managed by Fortis, our cutting–edge physical security
information management system (PSIM). (Magal 28.12)
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9.3. Sayollo & Protected Media Partner Protect Mobile Game Advertising from Fraud
Sayollo and Protected Media announced a first of its kind collaboration to turn immersive in-game
advertising into a fraud-free space. By implementing Protected Media's advanced authentication and
verification technology, Sayollo delivers yet again on its promise of greater ROAS on the platform and
provides its clients with the transparency and trust required to profitably scale their media spend. Protected
Media's patented 3-Way-Handshake cybersecurity technology uniquely verifies and digitally signs each ad
impression, making it tamper-proof and preventing spoofing and impersonation at its root.
Sayollo's technology offers advertisers access to one of the ecosystem's fastest growing segments:
immersive in-gaming ads. Sayollo matches any brand to its perfect demographic by showing relevant,
immersive and non-disruptive messages inside games players already play, offering advertisers a direct
channel to the world's 2.6B mobile gamers. With Sayollo advertisers strategically place video ads in
premium virtual locations where, based on the company's patented Emotional Targeting technology, ads
are shown when players experience positive emotions.
In the face of the growing scope and sophistication of digital ad fraud, Sayollo has chosen to partner with
Protected Media in order to maintain its promise of increased ROAS by keeping the in-game advertising
ecosystem safe from bots, click-farms, and fraudulent transactions. Protected Media's innovative
cybersecurity ad fraud solution employs impression-level, tamper-proof cryptography for user & device
authentication, data verification, and "bad" source take-down. The solution's patented 3-Way-Handshake
guarantees the validity and quality of any given transaction across the supply chain by enabling anyone to
easily verify and authenticate their transactions.
Petah Tikva's Protected Media is an MRC-accredited global innovator in ad fraud prevention and detection.
ProtectedTV's suite of products for display and video ads within Desktop, Mobile Web, Mobile In-App and
OTT/CTV offers a unique three-way authentication and verification technology that guarantees the validity
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and quality of any given transaction across the supply chain. Founded in 2014 by veterans of Israel's
cybersecurity industry, Protected Media uses cyber methodologies and the most advanced technological
stack to protect its over 100 global customers from sophisticated ad fraud and current and emerging threats.
Rehovot's Sayollo is the lead of video In-Game advertising technology. Sayollo connects brands with
gamers and specializes in advertising, brand marketing and AI technology with a unique In-Game
Advertising platform. Sayollo has a unique evergreen strategy to ensure our games and brand partners
can provide the best experience possible for their community. (Protected Media, Sayollo 29.12)
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9.4. Alpine Produces Optical Engine on Tower Semiconductor Technology
Tower Semiconductor and Fremont, California's Alpine Optoelectronics, a supplier of high data rate Silicon
Photonics optical engine chips, announced that Alpine Optoelectronics began production of its 400G PAM4
nCP4 optical engine on Tower Semiconductor’s PH18 Silicon Photonics technology platform. Alpine’s
nCP4 chip converts 4 lanes of 56Gbaud electrical input into 4 lanes of optical output for use in 400Gbps
DR4 transceivers to support high-speed connectivity in data center applications.
Tower’s PH18 Silicon Photonics open foundry process offers a rich set of optical components including
ultra-high bandwidth modulators, photodetectors, and low-loss waveguides that can be combined to enable
innovative and highly integrated photonic products.
Migdal HaEmek's Tower Semiconductor, the leader in high-value analog semiconductor foundry solutions,
provides technology and manufacturing platforms for integrated circuits (ICs) in growing markets such as
consumer, industrial, automotive, mobile, infrastructure, medical and aerospace and defense. Tower
Semiconductor focuses on creating positive and sustainable impact on the world through long term
partnerships and its advanced and innovative analog technology offering, comprised of a broad range of
customizable process platforms such as SiGe, BiCMOS, mixed-signal/CMOS, RF CMOS, CMOS image
sensor, non-imaging sensors, integrated power management (BCD and 700V), and MEMS. (Tower
Semiconductor 29.12)
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9.5. Safe-T Group Launches a Consumer VPN Application
Safe-T Group's Tel Aviv subsidiary NetNut launched a new free consumer VPN application that will be
available on all operating systems. The new product, offering secure access in over 100 countries, is based
on the global presence of NetNut’s residential network. It is expected to generate substantial user streams
shortly after launch. The new VPN application allows users to enjoy a high-quality, secured internet access
experience, which up until now was available only for paying users in the VPN consumer market.
Herzliya's Safe-T Group is a provider of access solutions which mitigate attacks on enterprises’ businesscritical services and sensitive data, while ensuring uninterrupted business continuity. Safe-T’s cloud and
on-premises solutions ensure that an organization’s access use cases, whether into the organization or
from the organization out to the internet, are secured according to the “validate first, access later”
philosophy of zero trust. (Safe-T Group 31.12)
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9.6. EDF Expresses Confidence in Augwind's AirBattery Storage Technology
Augwind has signed an MOU with EDF Renewables Israel, a subsidiary of France's global EDF
conglomerate. Under the terms of the agreement, Augwind and EDF will work together to build and operate
a 5 MW photovoltaic power plant integrated with a 20 MWh Augwind's storage system - AirBattery. The
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project will be built as a pioneering facility with a secured PPA from the government's owned electricity
company (IEC) for 23 years.
Augwind and EDF have agreed to hold the project in equal shares, with EDF being responsible for first
securing the land of the project and later for the construction and operation of the photovoltaic facility.
Augwind will act as the storage supplier and lead all aspects of engineering, construction, operation and
maintenance of the system. Augwind estimates that the pioneering facility will be completed within 12-24
months from the date the conditions precedent are met.
Yakum's Augwind was founded in 2012 with the mission to develop an alternative solution to energy
storage. Augwind is actively installing and maintaining operational compressed air storage units throughout
Israel. This experience has refined Augwinds understanding of the energy industry to a point where they
are ready to apply their knowledge to develop the next evolutionary stage in energy storage. The company
took its first steps in the Hon Teva technology incubator, where it developed and deployed their compressed
air storage technology. (Augwind 29.12)
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9.7. Preciate Takes Shopping to the Next Level with Facial Recognition
Holon's Preciate aims to integrate state of the art facial recognition technology for retail and related brands,
providing shopper identification, statistics and preferences pushed in real time as the shopper enters the
store and is identified by the system. The startup, founded in 2017, already installed the system in several
stores in Israel and the U.S., including in chains like The Webster and Showfields, before coronavirus
arrived and completely derailed the company's roadmap.
Preciate lets stores identify people as they enter the shop at the beginning of their customer journey and
makes special offers at that stage that will encourage them to extend their purchases. Another application
would be for Starbucks. It is estimated that 80% of the people order the same drink in the same branch
day after day, but nevertheless, they need to explain what they would like to order each and every time,
which is absurd. Preciate wants to move the point of identification with the help of facial recognition from
the checkout to the entrance and identify the clients in a good way that will provide better service which
values and appreciates the customer.
Pay by Face is currently installed in four restaurants at the Azrieli Holon Business Park, with 650 people
registering in a short time and 70-80 using facial recognition to pay on a daily basis. Currently, Preciate
charges businesses a set monthly sum according to the number of kiosks they order, but depending on the
preference of businesses, the company may ultimately choose to move to a model in which it receives a
percentage of the revenue rather than a fixed price. (Preciate26.12)
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9.8. Elbit Systems Selected for the Flight Training Program of Greek Air Force
Elbit Systems announced that following a competitive process, and as part of an agreement between the
Israeli Ministry of Defense and the Hellenic Ministry of National Defense, the company was selected to
establish and operate the International Flight Training Center of the Hellenic Air Force.
Athens approved the establishment and operation of the Flight Training Center by the IMOD and Elbit
Systems for approximately $1.68 billion for a period of some 20 years. The anticipated contract award is
contingent on completion of commercial negotiations with the Hellenic Ministry of National Defense. The
program calls for Elbit Systems to deliver training aircraft fleets equipped with the Company's unique
avionics and embedded training solutions, supply the Company's flight simulators and training aids and
provide through-life logistical support.
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Haifa's Elbit Systems is an international high technology company engaged in a wide range of defense,
homeland security and commercial programs throughout the world. The Company, which includes Elbit
Systems and its subsidiaries, operates in the areas of aerospace, land and naval systems, command,
control, communications, computers, intelligence surveillance and reconnaissance (C4ISR), unmanned
aircraft systems, advanced electro-optics, electro-optic space systems, EW suites, signal intelligence
systems, data links and communications systems, radios, cyber-based systems and munitions. (Elbit
05.01)
10. ISRAEL ECONOMIC STATISTICS
Back to Table of Contents

10.1.

Composite State of the Economy Index for November 2020 Increased by 0.67%

The Bank of Israel's Composite State of the Economy Index for November increased by 0.67%, influenced
by the exit from the second lockdown. This lockdown began in mid-September, and was tightened in late
September, and the gradual exit from it began on 18 October. Since most of the data for compiling the
index are obtained with a lag, the index for November does not reflect the entire change in economic activity
following the exit from the second lockdown. The increase in the index reflects an increase in the job
vacancy rate, consumer goods imports, and imports of manufacturing inputs. In contrast, goods exports
and industrial production declined.
In view of the uniqueness of the crisis and the resulting measurement difficulties, the intensity of the
changes in the Index should not be used as an indicator of the precise intensity of changes in economic
activity, and particularly not regarding the relative intensity between various months. (BoI 27.12)
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10.2.

Israel's Exports Fell by Only 3% in 2020

The Israel Export Institute announced that in 2020, Israeli exports amounted to $107 billion, falling by 3%
from 2019. This is a relatively small change, given the international effects of COVID-19 and that the
International Monetary Fund expects the world trade to decline by some 10% for the year.
COVID-19 did reduce tourism and transportation services by some 45%, but the loss of these revenues
was offset by the sharp increase in the export of software and research development services. Israeli hightech exports grew by some 7%, making up more than half of all Israeli export.
The export of goods totaled $54 billion, a decrease of 4% from last year. Export of commodities to the
European Union fell by about 14% to $14 billion and to the United States by about 3% and amounted to
about $20.5 billion. Goods exports to Asia remained unchanged and amounted to about $10 billion. The
Export Institute feels that Israeli exports will increase by 7% in 2021 to $115 billion. (IEI 01.01)
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10.3.

Tourist Arrivals in Israel Fall by 81% in 2020

Israel's Ministry of Tourism announced on 31 December that about 850,000 tourists entered Israel over the
course of 2020, a decrease of 81.3% compared to a year earlier. With the outbreak of the coronavirus in
February and March, incoming tourist arrivals to Israel were interrupted with historically unprecedented
closed skies. Indeed, in Israel and internationally, the tourism industry was one of the hardest hit sectors
by the COVID-19 crisis. According to the ministry, close to 200,000 families employed in tourism lost their
livelihood.
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In order to alleviate the financial difficulties of hotel owners, the Tourism Ministry said that it will release
grants to hoteliers worth in total NIS 300 million ($93 million), which will be given in three installments, the
last of which will be distributed in May 2021. (i24NEWS 01.01)
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10.4.

Israeli Startups Raised Over $900 Million in December

Globes reported that Israeli startups raised over $900 million in December, according to press releases
from the companies and their investors. The figure may be more as some companies prefer to remain in
stealth and sometimes do not publicize the investments they have received. December's high figure follows
$900 million raised in November, $800 million raised in October, and the record one-month raise of over
$1.1 billion in September by Israeli startups, which was the first time that more than $1 billion was raised in
a single month.
Israeli tech companies raised $8 billion in the first nine months of 2020, according to IVC-ZAG, nearly
equaling the record $8.3 billion raised in 2019. That easily surpassed the record $6.4 billion raised by
Israeli tech companies in 2018, and $5.24 billion in 2017; 2020 began strongly with $5.25 billion raised in
the first half of 2020. December's haul of over $1 billion brings to $10.6 billion the amount raised in 2020,
despite the COVID-19 crisis. In some instances, financing rounds by tech companies that facilitate remote
working and healthcare and cybersecurity, have been boosted rather than hampered by the pandemic.
Conference and events platform Bizaboo, which was also voted Globes' startup of the year for 2020, led
the way in December by raising $138 million, while cloud security company Wiz raised $100 million. Data
protection firm BigID raised $70 million in December, HR software management company Hibob raised $70
million, smart checkout company Trigo raised $60 million, cybersecurity company Orca raised $55 million,
mitral valve implant developer Mitrassist raised $50 million and cancer therapeutics company BioSight
raised $46 million. (Globes 03.01)
11. IN DEPTH
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11.1.

ISRAEL: 2020 Sees Record-Breaking Year in Financing Rounds

2020 kicked off the decade with accelerated growth in financing rounds in the Israeli high-tech market, as
revealed by the 2020 Israeli Tech Review, published on 23 December by IVC and Meitar law Offices.
Graph 1: Israeli Tech Totals 2015-2020 in Millions of Dollars

Source: IVC-Meitar The Israeli Tech Review 2020
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The report revealed that in 2020 a total sum of $9.9 billion was raised in 578 financing rounds, representing
a 14% increase in the number of deals and an increase of 27% in capital volume compared to 2019.
Amongst other factors, the average and median numbers increased in 2020 due to seven investments,
each of over $200 million, compared to three in 2019.
2020 marked a second record in the funding of publicly traded high-tech companies, $6.55 billion raised by
121 companies compared to $1.95 billion by 68 companies in 2019. The most significant trend observed
among investors was the focus on existing portfolio companies and increased follow-on investments.
Graph 2: Israeli High-Tech Investments, 2015 - 2020

Source: IVC-Meitar The Israeli Tech Review 2020

VC-backed deals increased both in monetary volume and number of deals, $8.74 billion in 371 deals,
compared to $6.52 billion in 320 deals in 2019. Investments in early rounds (Seed and A rounds) declined
in the first two quarters of 2020 due to market uncertainties surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic. However,
in Q3-Q4/20, we saw an increase in VC fund capital investments and the number of deals.
Graph 3: VC Funds Investments in Seed + A Rounds 2018-2020, by Quarter

Source: IVC-Meitar The Israeli Tech Review 2020

Growth companies (those in an advanced stage in terms of product maturity or revenues) raised record
amounts in 2020, continuing the trend observed over the past two years. The total investments in growth
companies were $8.33 billion. Early-stage companies raised $1.6 billion in 2020.
Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A)
In 2020, Israel witnessed a significant decrease in M&A deal-making, down to just $7.8 billion in 93 M&As,
from $14.24 billion in 143 M&As in 2019 (for M&As of up to $5 billion).
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Graph 4: Israeli High-Tech Exits 2015-2020, by Deal Type

* Excluding exits of $5 Billion or more.
Source: IVC-Meitar The Israeli Tech Review 2020

As in 2019, US-based corporates accounted for 90% of all M&As.
Public Capital Markets
There were 18 IPOs by Israeli tech companies on local and foreign capital markets in 2020, with a total
offering of $1.6 billion. Israeli public companies' activity on the capital markets was $6.55 billion (including
IPOs, follow-ons and RDs, PIPEs, equity, and debt) in 121 deals compared to $1.95 billion raised in
68 deals in 2019.
According to the report's authors, Shira Azran, Mike Rimon and Itay Frishman, partners at Meitar: "While
in 2020, primarily due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we saw a significant decline in the M&A activity of Israeli
companies, we simultaneously experienced an increase in financing rounds by Israeli and foreign investors
– in the number of deals as well as the capital invested. Specifically, financing among growth companies
showed a significant increase, as did the total number of rounds. The above demonstrates the maturity
and development of the Israeli high-tech industry, manifested, among other things, in the increased number
of companies that have crossed the billion-dollar valuation (unicorns)".
"Besides, in 2020, we saw a significant increase in financing by Israeli tech companies on the capital
market, partly due to low-interest rates and the general hesitation in the markets in light of COVID-19.
SPAC deals also experienced significant growth in 2020, as in the US, it was a record-breaking year in the
number of SPAC offerings and the overall amounts raised in these offerings".
"According to the pipeline we observe, this trend will continue in 2021, and many of the large companies
that have matured in recent years will examine the option of public capital markets for continued growth
and development. We believe that it will lead to an increase in M&As in these companies, where traded
shares will be used as currency".
"2020, which was and continues to be impacted by COVID-19, is ending on a strong note and with hopes
for continued activity in financing and offering and renewed increase in M&As."
Guy Holtzman, CEO of IVC, said: "The year 2020 is an excellent example of why we need in-depth analysis
from several viewpoints, to understand the Israeli high-tech activity. This first comprehensive report on the
Israeli high-tech industry, combining data on financing, exits, and capital markets activity, addresses this
need. This report stems from a strategic partnership between IVC and Meitar law Offices assisted by Israeli
and foreign investors' information. It is another milestone in the process of turning IVC into a leading source
of information in an industry that is increasingly reliant on data".
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According to Holzman, after a challenging but successful year for Israeli start-ups, the Israeli high-tech
ecosystem will continue to be a source of attraction for leading international financial and strategic players.
Over the past year, foreign investors activity in Israel experienced significant growth, leading to a sharp
increase in the volume of capital reaching young and mature companies. Holzman adds, "Faced with the
financial challenges in the industry, the next year is expected to lead Israeli institutional investors increasing
their involvement in the field, and helping local companies reach new heights."
About the Annual High-tech Report
The Israeli Tech Review is the first report of its kind in Israel. The report evaluates fundraising, mergers
and acquisitions and the capital markets to provide a comprehensive analysis of the Israeli high-tech activity
industry. The report contains comparative data from previous years, leading trends, and insights into future
trends. The report summarizes Israeli high-tech companies or companies associated with Israel in the
years 2015-2020. The number of deals and their volume may change throughout the reported year due to
ongoing online updates of IVC database data.
Meitar Law Offices are the leading law firm in the Israeli high-tech market. Meitar specializes in all aspects
of tech company activity, and regularly advises and consults entrepreneurs, start-up companies,
international and mature companies, investment funds, and investors of all types. The firm has and
continues to be involved in hundreds of deals in the high-tech industry, including mergers and acquisitions,
issuances, financing and bond raising rounds on the capital market, changes in structure, and regularly
advises local and foreign companies in a variety of fields.
IVC Research Center is Israel's largest research center in high-tech and venture capital. It has been
evaluating these areas for over 23 years, analyzing trends and developments in the industry. Our studies,
services, and publications have been widely used by international and local entities, including high-tech
companies, venture capital funds, investors and financial institutions, including the Central Bureau of
Statistics, the Israel Bank, and the Chief Scientist of the Ministry of Economy, among many others. (IVC
23.12)
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11.2.

ISRAEL: Why Israel is Leading the World with COVID-19 Vaccinations

Mark Gollom reported in CBC News on 2 January that every day, the online research publication Our World
In Data releases information about vaccine doses being administered across the globe, and every day, one
country emerges as a world leader: Israel.
For example, when the University of Oxford-based organization released its 1 January data, the total
number of vaccination doses administered per 100 people for Canada was 0.26. For the U.S., it was 0.84
and the United Kingdom was 1.47. For Israel it was 11.55, 44 times more than Canada.
But Israel, with a population of nine million, was also tied for third in the world in total number of doses (1
million), behind China (4.5 million) and the U.S. (2.79 million). Canada's dose count totaled just under
100,000. As Max Roser, founder and director of Our World In Data tweeted on Friday: "the country is
rapidly getting to a point where mass deaths and mass lockdowns are over." The reasons for Israel's
success are multifaceted, and there may be lessons that Canada can learn.
"I think it's remarkable watching how organized Israel is in terms of getting access to a tremendous amount
of vaccines and mobilizing vaccine rollout in a very expedited manner," said Dr. Isaac Bogoch, an infectious
diseases physician and member of the Ontario government's vaccine distribution task force.
"And they should be commended for it."
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Israel continues to garner praise. Since the start of its vaccination campaign on 20 December, Israel has
inoculated just over 11% of its population — one million of its citizens — and aims to vaccinate a quarter of
all Israelis by the end of the month.
Certainly, Israel's small size, and dense population, especially compared to a sprawling country like
Canada, gives it an inherent advantage in terms of reaching its population with a vaccine, suggested Allon
Moses, director of the Hadassah Medical Organization's Department of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious
Diseases. Moses said the fact that Israel's medical services are centralized, provided by four main health
maintenance organizations (HMOs) has made it easier to reach the population through emails and advise
people to make appointments. (Everyone over the age of 18 must register with one of the four governmentsubsidized HMOs.)
The provinces are behind targets of getting COVID-19 vaccine into Canadians' arms, and experts say
logistical challenges are largely to blame but are hopeful the arrival of the Moderna vaccine will help speed
things up.
Israel's experience in war and battle has also meant the country "is built on dealing with emergency, the
country is built on recruiting soldiers to help," Moses said. About 700 paramedics on reserve duty have
joined the civilian vaccination campaign in order to make the operation more efficient, the Israel Defense
Forces said in a statement. "So we are a small country with a relatively good infrastructure of medicine
and a lot of good-willed people who are willing to help to get the country to be vaccinated in record time,"
Moses said.
Digitized Medical Record System
Nadav Davidovitch, director of the School of Public Health at Ben Gurion University, also lauded the
country's digitized medical record system as "one of the best in the world," which is helping with the
organization of vaccination efforts and helping keep track of those on the priority list who should get a shot.
Perhaps most significantly, Israel was able to secure a large supply of vaccines — although how many has
not been disclosed — but enough to vaccinate a million of its population. (Israel will have a two-week break
in the vaccination of the general public due to an expected shortage of vaccines, the Jerusalem Post
reported.)
Davidovitch said Israel and its tech-based economy, and connections to the pharmaceutical industries,
made it an attractive candidate for Pfizer to supply its vaccines. "It's important to have vaccines being
distributed in a place that will be very successful," Davidovitch said. As well, Davidovitch said Israel had
been preparing for a couple months in advance for the vaccine rollout.
There have been more than 150 vaccine clinics running across the country, while vaccination vans travel
to periphery towns. In comparison, Ontario, with a population of 14.5 million, has only 19 vaccination clinics
across the province. These 19 sites all contain the special freezers needed to store the Pfizer-BioNTech
vaccine. Pfizer has advised Canadian health officials to administer early doses of the vaccine at the sites
where they are first delivered in large batches. Health officials have been told by Pfizer that too much
movement of the vaccine can lead to deterioration.
Repackage Vaccine
But according to Israel's health ministry, it is the first country in the world to repackage the vaccine to
distribute it across the country. "Fortunately, the solution for safe transport of the vaccines allows us to
vaccinate in small and remote locations, in retirement homes and nursing homes," Hezi Levy, Director
General of the Ministry of Health, said in a statement.
Bogoch said that while Israel deserves all the praise it receives for its speed in administering the vaccine,
it is easier for smaller countries to more efficiently administer vaccines in general. "Canada has pretty
significant logistical hurdles just based on the size of the country. We have rural populations, we have
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remote Indigenous populations, and everybody needs access to this," he said. "Even the northern part of
the country is also going to pose some significant challenges as well." Bogoch said that it's pretty clear that
per capita, Israel certainly has access to significantly more vaccines to begin with. Because Israel has so
many, it likely started planning administering the vaccines much earlier.

(Our World In Data)
Dr. Zain Chagla, an infectious diseases physician at St. Joseph's Healthcare Hamilton, Ontario, said
Canada could take some lessons from Israel. He said Canadian officials could also learn how Israel is
setting up its registration system and how it appears to be managing through bureaucratic hurdles. But
most importantly, Canada could learn how Israeli officials have been able to transport the vaccine around
to other locations. "Israel has been able to move the vaccine around to multiple different places, multiple
different sites, pop ups and that type of thing," said Chagla, who is also an associate professor at McMaster
University. "The ability to not centralize in a single place, does help with the distribution. They can mobilize
more volunteers." (CBC 02.01)
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11.3.

ISRAEL: Israeli Internet Usage Soars in 2020

Israel HaYom reported on 4 January that 2020 saw Israelis home internet consumption jump 23%
compared to 2019, according to a new report released by the Pelephone, Bezeq and Yes communications
providers. The data from the report also showed a 36% rise in home internet use during the Passover
holiday, a 41% rise the week of Rosh HaShanah (when Israel declared a second nationwide lockdown to
stem the spread of coronavirus) and a 40% spike during the week of Sukkot.
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On average, 2020 saw a 20% rise in internet use via smartphones, with Israelis consuming 2 more
gigabytes worth of data each month than they did in 2019. The report said that until October 2020, each
month of this past year saw Pelephone customers' smartphone internet usage break records.
In 2020, Israelis were also spending more time using their phones to hold actual conversations – 11% more
voice calls took place in 2020 than in 2019. The increase in voice calls picked up early in 2020 when the
COVID pandemic first hit Israel, and peaked during the High Holidays and the second lockdown, during
which time Israelis spent 20% more time talking on the phone than they did at the same time in 2019.
At least some of the internet time was devoted to shopping, with many Israelis transitioning to online food
orders instead of visiting supermarkets. Online orders with the country's major supermarket chains jumped
by an average 20% throughout 2020, compared to 2019. When the first lockdown was declared in March
2020, online grocery shopping doubled. Even after businesses reopened, online grocery purchases were
still up by 15% in 2020 compared to the previous year.
In addition to stocking the refrigerator through online orders, Israelis also upped their use of food delivery
apps, which increased 92% in 2020 compared to 2019. In the last few weeks of August, use of food delivery
apps grew by 230% compared to the previous year.
Appliance retailers also saw online customer traffic increase, with 20% more hits on their websites in 2020
than in 2019. The first major jump in this shopping sector came as Passover approached, bringing a 33%
increase in customer traffic on appliance and electrical retailers' sites. Visits to these sites spiked again in
November, which saw an increase of 50% in customer traffic.
While Israelis were busy shopping, they were buying less from international websites due to shipping delays
caused by the COVID pandemic. Orders from international sites dropped by 11% in 2020. However, orders
from international sellers picked up again in late November as Israelis took advantage of Black Friday deals.
Shopping wasn't the only thing Israelis were doing on line. Hungry for information about COVID,
unemployment benefits, and related issues caused traffic on government ministry and healthcare websites
to jump by 15% in comparison to 2019.
Online dating took a hit in 2020, with usage of dating sites down 7% by May 2020 and down by 15% during
the first two lockdowns. When the lockdown restrictions were eased, dating sites saw a rise in use. As
well, Facebook saw a 15% increase in use, as did the WhatsApp messaging app. Twitter use jumped by
32% compared to 2020. Interestingly, Israelis watched only 5% more television in 2020 than in 2019. (IH
04.01)
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11.4.

BAHRAIN: The Development and Marketing of Bahrain’s Digital Domain

The Arab Gulf States Institute in Washington observed that Bahrain is a small country with big digital growth
ambitions. Enabling better data access, management, and utilization is an important economic differentiator
for Bahrain. In April 2017, Bahrain’s government published a Cloud First Policy to modernize government
information and communications technology, by using cloud computing services. The government
introduced a Personal Data Protection Law in July to better align Bahrain’s data protection frameworks with
global best practices. The Bahraini government passed another law concerning the provision of cloud
computing services to foreign parties through Legislative Decree No. 56 of 2018, establishing a legal
framework for hosting external content on Bahraini data centers.
Bahrain’s aspirations to become a regional data-hosting hub have met with some early successes. In 2019,
Amazon Web Services opened a Middle East “region” in Bahrain, which entailed the deployment of AWS
data centers and linking them to the company’s global network. Bahrain’s economic policy officials also
see high-growth potential in partnerships with Chinese firms. For example, Huawei and China Telecom
are involved in rolling out controversial 5G mobile network infrastructure across Bahrain.
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Some U.S. officials fear that Chinese technologies could be leveraged for cyberespionage purposes. The
Bahraini government has thus far mitigated security concerns by balancing the involvement of U.S.,
European, and Asian technology partners in the development of its digital domain. Challenges surrounding
cyberspace and data issues in the Gulf region, however, are set to intensify. The economic shocks caused
by the coronavirus outbreak and oil price rout have increased fiscal pressure on Gulf Arab governments,
which will look for cheap, advanced technologies and digital applications to provide services to citizens and
protect their economies. (AGSIW 30.12)
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11.5.

UAE: Dubai's Economy to Expand 4% in 2021 Driven by Effective COVID-19 Response

Dubai’s economy is forecast to expand 4% in 2021 driven by its effective response in protecting lives and
livelihoods from the impact of COVID-19 and countering a pandemic-driven economic slowdown, according
to government projections. Strong economic fundamentals of Dubai and the pandemic-delayed Expo 2020
in October to next year, have also provided the bedrock for a quick rebound, the Dubai Media Office said
in a statement on 24 December. The expansion next year, however, will follow a an estimated 6.2%
economic contraction in 2020, the media office said. The emirate’s economy shrank 10.8% in the first half
of the year, on the back of the massive shock of unprecedented global and local measures to contain
COVID-19, it said.

Dubai has taken measures to support businesses and individuals, launching four stimulus packages worth
Dh6.8 billion ($1.85 billion), to help offset the shock of the pandemic and the fallout in the form of job losses
and disruption to businesses. Packages rolled out between March and October this year addressed the
demand side, covering consumption, investment, trade and travel sectors, as well as on the supply
side including the workforce, supply chains and cutting the cost of doing business in the emirate.
"Our leadership’s directives were focused on ensuring that the short-term impact of the COVID-19
pandemic does not translate into a long-term economic hardship that would inflict lasting damage on people
and businesses by way of job losses and bankruptcies," Sami Al Qamzi, director general of Dubai Economy,
said. “This has paved the way for Dubai to be one of the very first cities to gradually reopen its markets
and businesses.”
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First Half Performance
Dubai’s growth projections follow the Central Bank of the UAE's estimate of a 2.5% expansion of the
country's economy next year. The rebound of the Arab world's second largest economy in 2021 will be led
by a 3.6% acceleration in the non-oil sector, according to the regulator’s third quarter economic review.
Overall economic packages and initiatives by the federal and local governments since the outbreak have
reached more than Dh388 billion.
The COVID-19 pandemic has tipped the global economy into its deepest recession since the 1930s. In
October, however, the International Monetary Fund revised its growth estimate upward to a contraction of
4.4%, from an earlier 4.9% contraction forecast.
The economic slowdown in the emirate, according to the Dubai Economy, is in line with the rest of the major
economies across the globe. The IMF expects the UK economy to shrink 9.8% in 2020, the overall
Eurozone to contract 8.3%, Canada by 7.1%, the UAE by 6.6% and Saudi Arabia economic output to shrink
by 5.4%.
The transport and storage sector is expected to shrink 11%, while the retail and wholesale sector is
projected to contract 9%, according to data by the Dubai Statistics Centre. Arif Al Muhairi, executive director
of Dubai Statistics, said the decline is within the “expected range of economic contraction, given the
massive global economic impact of COVID-19, especially in the first half of the year”.
Financial services and insurance activities during the first six months of the year, grew 1.4%, enhancing its
contribution to the emirate’s economy to 11.5% in the first half of the year. “The banking sector in the
country is in a strong position to face any future challenges,” Al Muhairi said.
The “Future Foresight” projects by the government have also laid out the foundation for a rapid economic
rebound. “These efforts include investment in healthcare and food security that will not only reduce the
likelihood of future shocks, but also contribute to enhancing the emirate's resilience against such shocks.”
Al Qamzi said.
The continued flow of local and foreign investments, whether from the government or private sector, are
supporting Dubai’s efforts in achieving sustainable growth and a rapid transition to a knowledge-based
economy, he said. Steps including the launch of Nasdaq Dubai Growth Market in October, a Virtual
Work Programme for overseas professionals and existing measures such as the golden visa will further
accelerate the economic recovery. ( The National 23.12(
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11.6.

UAE: UAE Joins Egypt-led Eastern Med Gas Forum

Abu Dhabi announced that it has joined the Eastern Mediterranean Gas Forum based in Cairo, as part of
efforts to counter Turkey’s ambitions in the area, according to Mohamed Sabry in Al-Monitor on 26
December.

Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed visited Cairo on 17 December talks with Egyptian President
Abdel-Fattah al-Sisi. A presidential statement said the United Arab Emirates (UAE) has joined the Eastern
Mediterranean Gas Forum (EMGF) as an observer. “Sisi [underlined] the importance of the added value
that the UAE will contribute to the forum’s activities to serve the strategic interests and enhance cooperation
and partnership between the forum countries,” the statement said.
The EMGF was established as an intergovernmental organization by Egypt, Israel, Greece, Cyprus, Italy,
Jordan and the Palestinian Authority. Founders say the forum aims to facilitate talks among Mediterranean
countries about exporting natural gas, cooperating on various energy issues and advancing the construction
of an undersea pipeline that would transfer gas to the south of Europe. France has applied to join the
Cairo-based forum, while the United States and the European Union requested observer status.
Energy-hungry Turkey has denounced the EMGF as an attempt to exclude it from the gas equation in the
Eastern Mediterranean. In August, Ankara dispatched its seismic survey vessel, Oruc Reis, into a disputed
area in the Eastern Mediterranean to search for oil and gas deposits, triggering an outcry from NATO
member Greece and the EU.
Observers who spoke to Al-Monitor said the UAE membership in the EMGF will provide a boost to efforts
aimed at countering Turkish actions in the Mediterranean. Mohamed Orabi, former Egyptian minister of
foreign affairs and chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee in parliament, said the EMGF and other
economic groupings will be the engine of political developments in the region in the coming years. “Abu
Dhabi and Cairo are playing a significant role in thwarting the Turkish expansionist policies in the region,”
Orabi told Al-Monitor. “The UAE membership in the gas forum and its political weight will add to the forum’s
role in the future and help it counter the Turkish gas ambitions in the area,” he added. The Egyptian
presidency said talks between Sisi and Zayed “showed a mutual understanding on [the need] to pursue
joint efforts to address risks that threaten the security and stability of the region.”
In 2019, Turkey signed a controversial maritime jurisdiction agreement with Libya’s Tripoli-based
Government of National Accord (GNA), to the fury of Egypt, Greece and Cyprus, who said the deal infringes
on their economic rights in the Mediterranean. Turkish military support to the GNA has also drawn the ire
of Egypt, which threatened in June to militarily intervene in Libya if the Turkish-backed GNA forces
continued to advance on the oil-rich city of Sirte. Egypt and the UAE are the main backers of eastern
Libyan strongman Khalifa Hifter, whose forces are fighting the GNA.
Ramadan Abul Ela, a professor of petroleum engineering at Pharos University in Alexandria, said the UAE
and Egypt are active in countering Turkey’s policies in the region. “The UAE membership in the forum will
help further enhance coordination among the forum countries with a view to ending Turkish provocations,”
Abul Ela told Al-Monitor. Abul Ela, however, opined that the UAE membership in the forum was a “political
message” rather than a move that would render economic benefits.
“The Emirati participation in the gas forum primarily aimed to refute recent allegations about tension
between Egypt and the UAE over the Gulf state’s rapprochement with Israel,” Abul Ela said. “Egypt’s
announcement that the UAE has joined the EMGF shows that political coordination between the two allies
is still strong and that the UAE relations with Israel don’t affect its relationship with Egypt.”
On 13 August, Sisi welcomed the UAE-Israel normalization deal and its provisions. Sisi also called Zayed
to congratulate him on the agreement.
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In October, state-owned Israeli company EAPC said it had signed a preliminary agreement with MED-RED
Land Bridge in Abu Dhabi to transport oil from the UAE to Europe through a pipeline that connects the Red
Sea city of Eilat to the Mediterranean port of Ashkelon, bypassing Egypt’s Suez Canal. Abul Ela said there
is already the Sumed pipeline in Egypt, which carries oil products from the Ain Sukhna terminal in the Gulf
of Suez near the Red Sea to the offshore Sidi Kerir in Alexandria on the Mediterranean.
“When reports emerged about Emirati-Israeli coordination to transport oil from the Gulf to Europe, this has
given the impression that there was tension in the relationship between Egypt and the UAE,” Abul Ela said.
“The UAE membership in the forum, however, sent a strong political message that the Egyptian-Emirati
relations remain strong, even after the Gulf state’s normalization agreement with Israel.” (Al-Monitor 26.12)
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11.7.

EGYPT: How Adaptation Enabled Certain Industries & Businesses to Thrive in COVID

By adaptation, Enterprise means Egypt's digitization and diversification. From e-commerce, fintech, and
e-payments, digitizing basic services was a big theme of 2020. We’re also seeing moves on that front in
our electricity infrastructure as we transition towards a smart grid. Meanwhile, we’re seeing diversification
become a major theme in infrastructure, especially with regards to our transition to natural gas, and the
move towards diversifying our funding of infrastructure.
The explosion of digital payments by the numbers: This boom in digital payments, fintech and ecommerce is being witnessed across all metrics this year. Ceilings on contactless transactions have
doubled since the start of the pandemic, allowing consumers to make contactless payments for larger
purchases. Between the beginning of the outbreak and June, e-commerce sales in Egypt shot up 80%,
Jumia Egypt CEO Hisham Safwat said at the time. 15% of businesses in Egypt reported more online sales
now than before the pandemic, according to a survey by Facebook, the World Bank and the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development.
Meanwhile, the number of mobile wallets in Egypt has jumped at least 17% to 14.4 million between March
and October as the pandemic boosted digital payments, the National Telecom Regulatory Authority said in
a report in November. The number of e-payment cards in use also rose 7% in the first six months of 2020,
rising to 39.6 million from 36.7 million at the end of December, according to CAPMAS data from September.
The figure includes credit cards, debit cards and prepaid cards. There were 18.28 million prepaid cards in
use by the end of June.
In addition to usage, we’re seeing an expansion in the types of services being offered. We’re seeing
traditional banks such as Banque Misr extending banking services through apps such as Masary, including
QR code payments, Meeza card services, and accepting e-payment cards. Fawry and Banque du Caire,
meanwhile, have set up an instant remittance transfer service through Fawry outlets. We’re also seeing a
series of partnerships since the covid-19 crisis between education providers and e-payments and e-finance
companies to facilitate tuition payments.
The lesson from startup land was clear: Businesses that reduced face-to-face contact through
digitization fared well. Delivery services and health tech startups saw a substantial increase in demand,
with daily orders at online pharma app 3elagi having doubled or even tripled by late April. Digital healthcare
platform Vezeeta accelerated the launch of its new telehealth service by several months, helping to plug a
gap as physical consultations decreased. It was no different in infrastructure-based startups, such as digital
trucking marketplace Trella, which found that as COVID concern grew, clients became much more
amenable to digitizing payment mechanisms and documents used to transfer equipment, like proof of
delivery.
Even electricity is set to be transformed by a digital shift: Egypt’s electricity generation capacity far
outstrips network transmission capacity, creating a huge oversupply while failing to fully eradicate persistent
power cuts. The national grid itself relies on outdated technology that incurs major maintenance costs and
makes identifying the causes of interruptions difficult. So the Electricity Ministry plans to turn the old grid
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into a smart grid that incorporates digital technology into the traditional electrical system. It lets electricity
distribution companies analyze big data on consumption using IT infrastructure embedded into control
centers. This maximizes the efficiency of electricity usage, and lets engineers monitor performance and
anticipate problems. It can also offer mechanisms for electricity storage.
Plans to set up the smart grid moved forward this year: 15 smart control centers out of a planned 47
were set to be rolled out, with Schneider Electric having snapped up four of them for EGP 4.7 billion as of
mid-August.
Perhaps the biggest move in diversification this year was Egypt's natgas transition: This year saw
one of the most ambitious infrastructure turnarounds, as Egypt looks to move all passenger cars to run
natural gas in a bid to drastically cut fuel costs while bringing a reduction in Egypt’s oil imports, and less
pollution. The first phase of the plan would see some 250,000 old cars taken off the road and outfitted with
dual-fuel engines by the end of 2023 in Cairo, Giza, Alexandria and Qalyubia. Initial estimates suggested
the program will ultimately see an estimated 1.8 million cars converted or replaced at a cost of EGP 320
billion, officials told us back in July. The plan will run on three tracks:
1.

Setting up the infrastructure: At least another 366 natgas stations will be opened by the
government at a cost of EGP 6.7 billion over the next two years, Trade Minister Nevine Gamea
said. In tandem, the government is considering reviving Safi Misr, a state company that will partner
with Italy’s Landi Renzo, with the aim of accelerating the establishment of conversion and fuel
stations. The government is also looking to foreign companies to help expedite the conversions of
cars to natgas.

2. Providing financial incentives to transition: The Trade and Industry Ministry, CBE and the
MSME Development Agency is setting up financial incentives to fund the program, offering EGP
1.2 billion in low-interest loans to owners of vehicles over 20 years old, while those with younger
vehicles can access zero-interest finance to outfit them with new engines.
3. Getting auto assemblers on board: Currently there are several models of locally-assembled
passenger cars and microbuses that use natural gas by Chevrolet, Hyundai, Lada and BYD. But
in order to buy into the plan further, auto players had been asking for further incentives back in
August. There now appears to be plans for dual-fuel cars assembled locally to be in line for valueadded tax and customs breaks on inputs. We’re now hearing that carmakers Toyota, Foton and
Jinbei are expected to begin locally assembling natgas models in 2021, officials tell us. Meanwhile,
Brilliance Auto Group is in talks with its parent company, HuaChen Group Auto Holding, about
potentially participating with locally-assembled microbuses. An expo inviting private sector
companies to join in on the effort is scheduled to take place in January 2021.
Infrastructure became the testing ground for our debt diversification strategy: In September, Egypt
sold its first green bonds — a component of the Finance Ministry’s debt diversification strategy — listing
$750 million in green bonds on the London Stock Exchange. Based on the Finance Ministry’s Green
Framework, green bonds are set to be a main source of funding for some of our most important upcoming
and existing major infrastructure projects. These include clean transportation, renewable energy, pollution
prevention and control, climate change adaptation, energy efficiency and water & wastewater management.
Will corporate green bonds follow next year? As we’re seeing with sukuks, a number of companies
have been exploring buying into this new instrument. CIB was supposed to be the first to test the water
with a $65 million offering in collaboration with the International Finance Corporation (IFC) in Q3/20. The
proposal would have seen the IFC invest $65 million in the first tranche of the five-year bonds. If successful,
the IFC will bring its investment up to $100 million in another tranche. It is unclear whether the offering will
go ahead in 2021. Meanwhile, BariQ, Raya’s recycling unit, is expected to take its green bonds to market
in early 2021. (Enterprise 23.12)
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11.8.

ALGERIA: A New Chapter in Algeria’s Tumultuous Politics

On 27 December, in the latest edition of the Moshe Dayan Center's Tel Aviv Notes, Daniel Zisenwine
examines recent developments in Algerian politics in light of the ongoing coronavirus crisis and the Hirak
movement's demands for change.
The Algerian government’s recent referendum on new constitutional amendments was heralded as the start
of a new political era. The referendum, symbolically held on 1 November, the day Algeria’s armed struggle
for independence from France commenced in 1954, was publicized under the official slogan “November
1954 Liberation; November 2020 Change”. The vote was intended to address the grievances expressed
by the Hirak protest movement, which throughout 2019 staged swelling weekly protests demanding
sweeping changes in the country’s political system. But the vote fell far short of the government’s
expectations. Largely boycotted by Hirak supporters, voter turnout was very low (23.4%). Overshadowing
the referendum was the news that Algeria’s president, ʿAbd al-Majid Tebboune, had been transferred
several days earlier to a hospital in Germany, allegedly for “medical checkups,” but was later reported to
have been infected with the COVID-19 virus. At the time of this writing, Tebboune remains in Germany.
Although he has reportedly recovered from his illness, looming questions about his condition and ability to
resume his duties, along with a potential power vacuum continue to overshadow Algerian politics.
These events have been further compounded by the impact of the coronavirus pandemic on Algeria and
the government’s difficulty in responding to the crisis. Algeria’s economy has been battered by the outbreak
and other factors, including plummeting oil prices, which affect a major export commodity and an important
income source. All of these challenges add new features to Algeria’s tumultuous political history and
highlight the growing volatility that could further affect domestic stability.
Since gaining independence in 1962, after a long and violent anti-colonial struggle against French rule,
Algerian politics have been marred by turmoil and internal strife. A military takeover in 1965 provided the
armed forces and security services with a powerful political position. The country’s security establishment,
commonly referred to as Le Pouvoir [Power], has wielded an informal but decisive grip on political life, even
as the veteran Front Libération National (F.L.N.) officially ruled. High oil prices in the 1970s helped the
Algerian government cope with the welfare of a growing population, but by the mid-1980s Algeria faced
growing difficulties as oil prices fell. Simmering socio-economic discontent erupted into violent protests in
1988, leading the Algerian regime to address some of the public grievances by opening up the political
system to all parties. The Islamist F.I.S. party quickly emerged as a viable alternative to the existing political
order. Algeria’s first open parliamentary election in late 1991 was abruptly cancelled by the military, fearing
an Islamist victory.
Algeria descended into nearly a decade of internal violence between Islamist groups and the regime,
claiming hundreds of thousands of lives, and effectively defeating the Islamists. That conflict receded with
the election of ʿAbd al-Aziz Bouteflika as the country’s president in 1999. Bouteflika, a veteran political
figure, promised to restore stability to Algeria, calling on an exhausted public to move beyond the “dark
decade” and embrace a new future. He also indicated that he would rein in the military’s grip on power,
while carefully avoiding alienating the country’s elusive Pouvoir. Once again, high oil prices helped cushion
economic challenges and provide a degree of prosperity while Bouteflika was in power. But by 2013, the
tide began to change. Bouteflika suffered a massive stroke, leaving him incapable of carrying out his duties.
Growing allegations of high-level corruption, mounting economic difficulties, and the emergence of a
restless new generation boiled over in early 2019, leading to a fresh wave of anti-government protests.
The 2019 demonstrations ushered in a new era in Algeria’s tormented politics, led by the new Hirak
movement. The weekly protests, which quickly gained traction, evolved into an unprecedented call for a
complete makeover of the country’s political system. Moving beyond initial demands for reforms, the
protesters called for the removal of the ailing Bouteflika from office. They opposed the notion of him running
again for a fifth presidential term, ostensibly as a figurehead for the opaque political system indirectly
controlled by the security establishment. But the Hirak movement quickly came to represent a broader
political current, with its “all out” slogan, calling for the departure of the entire political system’s figures. It
was led by young Algerians fed up with the country’s economic woes, high unemployment, and above all,
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the closed and opaque political system. Joining them were older protesters, including veterans of the war
of independence who denounced the stagnation that in their opinion had become the defining feature of
public life in Algeria. Many of the protesters asserted that Algeria had been “hijacked” by a corrupt regime
that had little regard for its citizens and no interest in securing their future. Some even went as far as
claiming that Algeria was effectively not an independent country, ruled instead by a “mafia”. This is an
astounding statement, considering the hallowed nature surrounding the memory of the war of
independence. Such an allegation reflected the level of public anger.
The Algerian government, fearing that the demonstrations would spiral out of control and destabilize the
country, conceded in April 2019, when it announced that Bouteflika would step down as president. This
was the start of a government effort to mollify protesters, and indicated that the regime was concerned
about the situation. While this could have further emboldened the Hirak movement, it highlighted the
movement’s weaknesses. These included a lack of a unified leadership, a cohesive platform, and a clear
vision of a new future for Algeria. For all of its success in organizing large scale protests against an
unpopular regime, the Hirak movement has not managed to emerge as an alternative to the existing order.
The ruling regime, for its part, was rattled by the crisis of legitimacy it faced following the Hirak protests.
While the government rejected any possibility of negotiating with the Hirak movement, authorities acted
against several close associates of former president Bouteflika, prosecuting them on charges of corruption.
But beyond that, there was no indication that the regime, including the military, gave any consideration to
the Hirak’s demands, or entertained the notion of reforming the political system. The regime did
nevertheless seek to reestablish stability. Presidential elections, held in December, 2019, were viewed by
opposition groups as rigged, and failed to impress protesters. The elected president, ʿAbd al-Majid
Tebboune, was viewed as the military’s chosen candidate, and a figurehead for Algeria’s true powerbrokers.
The sudden death of the military’s chief of staff, General Gaid Salah that same month, added further
uncertainty to an already volatile situation.
The coronavirus outbreak added new layers to Algeria’s vulnerability. Algerians were quick to acknowledge
the country’s weak public health services (another indicator of the regime’s neglect, in the eyes of many
critics). The state’s reaction to the crisis has been largely viewed as a failure, a reflection of longstanding
failed budgetary policies and development priorities. Public confidence in the regime was so low that many
Algerians initially contended that the virus was a hoax, yet another government ploy to end the protest
movement. As the threat became real, the government did indeed clamp down on the protesters, not only
banning public gatherings in an effort to avoid widespread infection but also arresting Hirak activists. Over
the past months, Hirak has moved its activities to online platforms, developed solidarity initiatives, and has
sought to eclipse the state’s efforts at social engagement. It's unclear to what extent these efforts will help
resolve the ongoing political crisis.
The 1 November referendum, as noted, signaled the regime's only serious effort to address some of the
political demands amplified by the Hirak and its supporters. The proposed constitutional amendments
included re-imposing a two-term restriction on presidents, and a similar restriction on members of
parliament. Another amendment would further guarantee freedom of the press. Critics assailed the
government’s attempt for a “quick fix” to specific issues that Hirak never formally demanded. They resented
the fact that no opposition figures participated in drafting the constitutional amendments, and that they failed
to deliver any possibility of real change. President Tebboune’s hospitalization and continued absence add
new uncertainty surrounding his legitimacy and ability to lead the country. The prospect of yet another
ailing president like Bouteflika has further unsettled Algerians. As things stand now, Algeria’s political and
economic uncertainty and social unrest remain far from settled.
Daniel Zisenwine is a Research Fellow at the Harry S. Truman Institute for the Advancement of Peace, the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. (MDC 27.12)
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11.9.

MOROCCO: IMF Executive Board Concludes 2020 Article IV Consultation with Morocco

On 18 December, the Executive Board of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) concluded the Article IV
consultation with Morocco.
The prompt response of the Moroccan authorities has helped contain the fallout from the pandemic.
Nonetheless, economic activity has slowed sharply in the first half of 2020 on account of the combined
effect of the health crisis and the drought (that affected agricultural production). The economic slowdown
has caused an increase in the unemployment rate to 12.7% in the third quarter of the year (from 9.4% last
year) and has driven inflation lower so far in 2020.
With greater public sector spending financed by the private and public voluntary contributions to the COVID19 Fund, the deterioration of the fiscal position has been mainly driven by the fall in tax revenues. The
current account deficit has increased in 2020 due to lower tourism receipts. Still, the resilience of
remittances and lower imports have contained Morocco’s external financing needs, and international
reserves remain comfortably above last year’ levels also thanks to the purchase of the IMF precautionary
liquidity line in April and the greater recourse to external financing.
Banks have so far weathered the recession relatively well, and credit has continued to increase in 2020,
reflecting both the strong response of the central bank, that has improved liquidity conditions and cut
interest rates, and the government’s guaranteed credit schemes.
IMF staff expects GDP growth to fall to 7.2% in 2020 and rebound next year to 4.5%, as the effects of the
drought and pandemic wane and monetary and fiscal policy remain accommodative. The recovery of
tourism and export receipts is expected to lead to a gradual improvement of the current account deficit.
This outlook remains subject to exceptional uncertainty, with much of the risks around the baseline
depending on the evolution of the pandemic and progress on the vaccine front in both Morocco and its
trading partners.
Executive Board Assessment
Executive Directors agreed with the thrust of the staff appraisal. Morocco has been hard hit by the global
pandemic and suffered from a severe drought. They commended the authorities’ swift policy response that
helped mitigate the social and economic impact of these shocks. Directors emphasized the exceptional
uncertainty around the outlook and encouraged the authorities to continue supporting the economy until
the recovery is well entrenched.
Directors agreed that fiscal policy has appropriately supported households and firms in the wake of the
pandemic, aided by voluntary contributions to the COVID-19 Fund, and will need to continue sustaining the
recovery in the short term. However, fiscal consolidation should resume as soon as the economy recovers
from the pandemic. Directors encouraged the authorities to publish a medium-term fiscal framework that
would show a credible commitment to put the public debt on a firmly downward trajectory, with further
decisive reforms to improve tax policy and increase the efficiency of public spending.
Directors welcomed the exceptional measures adopted by Bank Al-Maghreb to smooth the impact of the
pandemic on financial markets and the real economy. The monetary policy stance would need to remain
accommodative until inflationary pressures reemerge. Directors welcomed recent progress in increasing
exchange rate flexibility and called for completing the transition to the planned inflation targeting framework
to strengthen monetary policy transmission. While the banking sector system has so far weathered the
crisis relatively well, Directors recommended continued close monitoring of the impact of the crisis on bank
asset quality, including through regular stress testing. They also called for accelerating efforts to strengthen
the AML/CFT framework and to finalize the bank resolution framework.
Directors supported the authorities’ plan to overhaul the large state-owned enterprises sector to improve its
efficiency and governance, and support private sector development. Given the large volume of credit
guarantees granted during the crisis and renewed efforts to boost public-private partnerships, Directors
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called for strengthening the management and reporting of associated fiscal risks. While recognizing past
progress, they welcomed continuous efforts to improve governance and modernize public sector
administration and fight corruption.
Directors welcomed the authorities’ commitment to extend the social protection system to expand its
coverage, make access to benefits more equitable, and improve targeting and efficiency of spending. Given
the limited fiscal space, they underlined the need to ensure adequate long-term financing for such reforms.
Directors also underscored the critical role of education reforms to build human capital and improve longterm productivity.
Directors noted that the decision to draw on the Precautionary and Liquidity Line (PLL) arrangement in April
2020 has helped ease external financing pressures and to maintain official reserves at an adequate level.
They welcomed today’s announcement that the authorities intend to repurchase soon part of the amount
purchased under the PLL arrangement. This may make post-program monitoring no longer necessary.
Directors looked forward to continued close Fund engagement with the authorities. (IMF 18.12)
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11.10. MOROCCO: Morocco's Military Advances were Significant in 2020
Yabiladi reported that 2020 marked the start of the comprehensive and integrated modernization plan of
the Royal Armed Forces (FAR). This was launched by King Mohammed VI on 14 May, the 64th anniversary
of its creation. This strategy has enabled Morocco’s army to increase weapon purchases despite the health
crisis.
Its main supplier remains the United States. After obtaining the needed go-ahead from the Congress, FAR
entrusted Boeing with the manufacture of 24 Apache AH-64E helicopters, for a total of $4.25 billion.
Ordered in November 2019, these devices are set to be delivered in 2024. By the end of 2020, Morocco
concluded another sale, acquiring four MQ-9B SeaGuardian drones for $1 billion. Between these two
orders, many others were concluded, such as the ten Boeing AGM-84L Harpoon Block II missiles for an
estimated $62 million.
A New Military Agreement with the United States
This proximity to Washington DC was mainly reflected in the signing of a new military cooperation
agreement during the visit of the former US Secretary of Defense, Mark Esper, in October in Rabat. The
ten-year-long agreement «aims to strengthen the strategic partnership between the two countries and
support common security objectives», the Moroccan Foreign ministry announced in a press release. "The
agreement will open doors for trilateral cooperation between Morocco, the United States and African
countries," the American official revealed during the press briefing jointly with Foreign Minister Nasser
Bourita. For the record, since June 2004 the Kingdom was given the status of major ally of the United
States outside NATO.
While cooperation with the United States has been particularly strengthened, Morocco has not forgotten
other strategic countries. In October, General John Lorimer, senior British Defense Advisor in charge of
the MENA region, visited Rabat where he held talks with the Minister Delegate for the National Defense
Administration, Abdellatif Loudyi, and the Minister of Foreign Affairs. A visit followed in early November by
that of the Minister of the British Armed Forces, James Heappey.
For its part, France sent its Minister of Defense, Florence Parly, to Morocco in February. In September it
was the turn of François Lecointre, chief of staff of the French armies, to hold meetings with Loudiyi, Bourita
and the Inspector general of the FAR, General Abdelfattah Louarak. France has benefited from a contract
worth €192.1 million, financed through a loan granted by BILLIONP Paribas bank for the manufacturing of
missiles.
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Rabat was able to put its cooperation with Mauritania on track. Despite a chaotic relationship and
unexpected twists and turns, such as the blocking of the Guerguerate border crossing, the two countries
managed to hold two sessions of their joint military commission in 2020: the first on 29 January in Rabat
and the last on 21 December in Nouakchott.
The Legal Framework of the Military Industry Made in Morocco is Adopted
The year 2020 also witnessed the launching of the legal framework for the Moroccan military industry. The
first step was taken during the Council of Ministers, chaired on 7 July by King Mohammed VI, approving a
bill related to defense and security materials and equipment, arms and ammunition. After the vote by the
two Chambers of Parliament, in record time and unanimously, Law 10.20 was published in the Official
Bulletin on 4 August.
This law reflects the ambition already expressed by Abdellatif Loudiyi in November 2019 in Parliament.
The Minister Delegate for the National Defense Administration had affirmed that Morocco seeks to develop
the maintenance of military equipment by requiring, as far as possible, its suppliers to undertake to transfer
equipment and maintenance technology acquired by the Royal Armed Forces. (Yabiladi 31.12)
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11.11. TURKEY: Mountain of Debt Growing Under the Rug in Turkey
Mustafa Sonmez posted on 25 December in Al-Monitor that Turkey’s loan expansion has helped resuscitate
the economy, but at the expense of an alarming surge in consumer and corporate debt.
The Turkish government’s monetary expansion policies, used as a quick fix to prevent major economic
contractions, have resulted in an extraordinary consumer and corporate debt that poses further dilemmas
for Ankara down the road.
Over the past year, the loan volume grew 40% as Ankara facilitated access to credit in a bid to contain the
economic downturn caused by the coronavirus pandemic, which hit atop economic turmoil since 2018. The
loan bonanza did stimulate the economy, but how lasting that impact will be remains open to question —
not to mention its serious side effects that have already forced Ankara to change course.
Governments across the world have used expansionary monetary policies to cushion the economic fallout
of the pandemic. Such measures have usually come in tandem with expansionary fiscal policies, including
direct cash transfers. In Turkey, the government’s primary response was to facilitate access to credit. The
minimal direct assistance has totaled less than 1% of the country’s gross domestic product (GDP), including
some TL 8 billion ($1.1 billion) in so-called “social shield” aid from the central government budget and about
TL 36 billion ($4.7 billion) in payments from the Unemployment Insurance Fund. The government hoped
that cheap and abundant credit would relieve cash-strapped consumers, allow companies to keep afloat
and roll over debt, and thus contain economic contraction.
Loan expansion had already been underway since 2019 when the ruling Justice and Development Party
(AKP) suffered big losses in local elections amid voter frustration with growing economic woes since the
currency turmoil in mid-2018. The slump of the lira, which came shortly after Turkey transitioned to an
executive presidency system, had forced interest rate hikes that curbed the loan demand. Ignoring the
accompanying risks, the government pushed for the lowering of rates to expand the loan volume. This
resulted in a relative economic recovery in the last quarter of 2019 and the first two months of 2020.
In March, however, the COVID-19 pandemic reached Turkey, causing the economy to shrink by nearly 10%
in the second quarter. The unemployment rate surged to 40%, according to alternative calculation methods
deemed more realistic than the official one, which has turned up decreases in the jobless rate during the
pandemic. The government moved to reopen the economy in June and pushed for fresh rate cuts to
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facilitate further credit access. A boom in home and car sales was the most visible outcome of the ensuing
borrowing frenzy.
As a result, Turkey’s loan volume stands at nearly TL 3.7 trillion ($487 billion) today, a 40% increase from
TL 2.6 trillion at the end of 2019, according to official figures. Consumer prices have risen 12% in the same
period, meaning that the surge remains enormous in real terms as well.
The increase of more than TL 1 trillion is equivalent to 21% of the country’s GDP in terms of current prices
over the past year. In other words, a sum amounting to more than a fifth of the GDP has flown into the
economy. This abnormal credit injection is the key reason why the Turkish economy evaded a contraction
of more than 10% in the second quarter before growing 6.7% in the third one and may well avoid a full-year
contraction despite the pandemic.
Statistics show that consumer loans have seen the biggest quantitative increase, expanding by 46% or
some TL 260 billion ($34 billion) over 12 months. People used loans copiously to buy homes and cars, but
also to meet their livelihood needs. The increase in consumer demand was instrumental in the 6.7%
economic growth in the third quarter.
Sub-branches of the manufacturing industry have abundantly used loans as well. As of October, their loan
stock was up by TL 254 billion ($33.4 billion) over a year, totaling some TL 792 billion ($104 billion) or nearly
22% of all loans. The commerce sector was the third most prolific loan user, followed by the construction
sector, one of the worst-hit branches of the economy.
On the other side of the coin, however, banks are faced with an increase in delayed payments and an uptick
in nonperforming loans. Overdue loan payments referred to legal follow-up stood at nearly TL 166 billion
($21.8 billion) in October, amounting to 4.5% of all loans, according to figures by the Banks’ Association
Risk Center. In some sectors, the percentage of bad loans is much higher than the average, reaching
nearly 10% in the construction sector.
The overall ratio of bad loans is lower than the 5.4% in October 2019, but the decline stems from relief
measures against the pandemic, including the extension of the overdue period from 90 to 180 days,
installment deferrals and debt restructuring schemes, which effectively defer the classification of
nonperforming loans as such. Whether those facilities will continue next year is unknown, but this boils
down to sweeping the dirt under the rug anyway.
After the replacement of the central bank governor and the treasury minister in early November, Ankara put
the brakes on its loan encouragement policy amid major side effects, including an increase in inflation, a
boom in imports, and thus a growing current account deficit and, ultimately, fresh currency jitters. The
central bank went back to raising interest rates last month.
But the economic turmoil is far from over, and Ankara is now left with two options. The first is to use fiscal
policies to support companies, low-income households and the jobless — that is, to notably increase direct
assistance. Yet the government lacks the funds to do so, and its budget deficits are growing. The other
option is to leave companies to fend for themselves. Big fish swallowing small fish or voluntary mergers are
usually the scenarios that unfold in such circumstances.
In short, Turkey’s real sector is headed for a rough patch. The government’s ability to act as a guide,
especially to companies, could limit the damage as economic actors navigate the storm. Its failure to do
so could result in extensive havoc. (Al-Monitor 25.12)
** - Copyright 2020 by Atid, EDI. All rights reserved.
The Fortnightly newsletter is a free service of Atid, EDI. We are a team of economic and trade
development consultants, headquartered in Jerusalem, but active throughout the region and beyond. EDI
works with an international clientele interested in identifying and researching business opportunities in the
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region. We also serve as the regional representative offices for a number of U.S. states and bilateral
Chambers of Commerce, as well as European clients.
EDI's other services include development of feasibility studies and tailored research reports, as well as
identification of potential joint ventures for commercial clients. For more information on how we may better
assist you, please visit our Web site at: http:// www.atid-edi.com.
* END *
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